
AGENDA
Budget Committee
May 2009 National General Meeting

DAY ONE

1. PREPARATION FOR COMMITTEE DELIBERATIONS

a. Ratification of the Committee Chair(s)

Standing Resolution 1 Section 4, Committee Chairperson, states that as its first order of business
each standing general meeting committee shall either: ratify as the committee chairperson(s) the
National Executive member(s) appointed to the committee; or elect a committee chairperson from
within its membership,

The National Executive is recommending that National Treasurer Dave Molenhuis be ratified as
chair for the Committee.

b. Roundtable Introductions

c. Review of the Committee Agenda

d. Review of the Committee’s Terms of Reference

Committee members should be familiar with the responsibilities of the Budget Committee as
established in the Federation’s Standing Resolutions. Standing Resolution 1, Section 3.a) Budget
Committee, states that at the spring general meeting the Committee shall:

• develop a draft budget for the upcoming fiscal year for submission to the closing plenary
of the semi-annual general meeting;

• assess the availability of funds for proposed projects and/or purchases, including
donations; and

• discuss the Federation’s long-term financial planning.

2. REVIEW OF FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS AND ISSUES

a. Orientation to the Finances of the Federation
i. Revenue Sources
ii. Areas of Spending
iii. Funds and Fund Balances

b. Presentation of 2007-08 Audited Financial Statements

c. Overview of Current Financial RealitieslPressures (In-camera)

d. Review of 2008-09 Budget and Year-to-date Statements

The Committee will review the 2008-09 budget and the comparative year-to-date statement of
revenue and expenditures.
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DAY TWO

3. FINALISATION OF THE 2009-10 BUDGET

a. Presentation of Draft Budget

The first draft of 2009-10 Budget. drafted by the National Executive. was circulated four weeks in
advance of the meeting. A revised draft with schedules will be presented at this time.

b. Consideration of Amendments

The Committee will consider amendments to the draft 2009-10 budget.

4. MOTIONS REFERRED FROM OPENING PLENARY

The following motion will likely be referred to the Budget Committee by the opening plenary.

2009/05:N12 MOTION

Be it resolved that McLarty and Company be retained as the Federations auditor for the 2009-10
fiscal year.

5. DISCUSSION OF THE FEDERATION’S LONG-TERM FINANCIAL PLANNING

6. ADJOURNMENT



AGENDA
Campaigns and Government Relations Forum
May 2009 National General Meeting

DAY ONE

1. ROUNDTABLE INTRODUCTIONS AND CAMPAIGNS UPDATE

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATIONAL CAMPAIGNS PLAN

a. Presentation of Draft 2009-10 Campaigns Strategy

The Campaigns Strategy forms the basis for the Federation’s campaigns and government relations
work for the year to follow. Each year, prior to the May national general meeting, the National
Executive prepares a draft Campaigns Strategy for presentation to the general meeting for
consideration.

A presentation about the issues addressed in the draft strategy will be provided.

DAY TWO

3. MOTIONS REFERRED FROM OPENING PLENARY

The following motions will likely be referred to the Campaigns and Government Relations Forum by the
opening plenary:

2009105:N03 MOTION
Local 1/

Whereas anti oppression training is an important tool to create awareness of the systems that are
in our institutions and societies that guide the way many marginalised communities are forced to
exist; and

Whereas anti-oppression training is important to take positive steps forward against institutionalised
form of discrimination; and

Whereas the Canadian Federation of Students is dedicated to anti-oppression initiatives; and

Whereas systemic oppression continues to exist in our society and on our campuses: and

Whereas anti-oppression training is recommended to all community members, particularly those in
leadership positions; therefore

Be it resolved that an anti-oppression education kit be developed and anti-oppression materials be
provided for all member locals; and

Be it further resolved that an anti-oppression trainer contact information list be provided to all
member locals.

2009105:N04 MOTION
Local 5/

Be it resolved that an end to the cruel, inhumane and illegal blockade against Cuba be demanded;
and

Be it further resolved that a letter be written to United States President Barack Obama demanding
an end of the blockade of Cuba.
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2009!05:N05 MOTION
Local 78/

Whereas the Federation supports the right of students to partake in the decision-making processes

of governing bodies at post-secondary institutions’ and

Whereas student representatives, elected by fellow students, may disagree with the decisions of
other members of these bodies to engage in decisions that are ultimately harmful to the interests of

students, and therefore, of their respective institutions; and

Whereas such decisions may include the increasing of tuition fees; and

Whereas an increasing number of institutions have operating policy (“Codes of Conduct”) that
strongly discourages or prohibits student representatives from publicly taking positions contrary to
the decisions of these respective boards, as well as stipulations that disallow student

representatives to speak to the media; and

Whereas student representatives who act contrary to these policies may face penalties, including
expulsion from their respective governing bodies; and

Whereas administrative justifications such as adhering to corporate norms do not correspond with

the need for public institutions to act in an open and transparent fashion, whereby the decisions of
governing boards may be held into account, thereby permitting student representatives to register

their dissent in public; therefore

Be it resolved that the Federation staunchly oppose operating policies of governing boards that do

not permit student-elected student representatives to speak publically on decisions of governing
boards that may be perceived as contrary to the interests of students and their respective

institutions.

2009105:N06 MOTION
Local 78/

Whereas the Canadian Federation of Students has carried out equity campaigns regarding barriers

to post-secondary education for students with disabilities; and

Whereas many students with disabilities face a multitude of barriers on their campuses, both

attitudinal and physical (or structural) in nature; and

Whereas greater awareness on our campuses of disability as a social construct is required to foster

greater participation and inclusion of students with disabilities; therefore

Be it resolved that a “No Ableism!” campaign be devised to assist member locals in combating

ableist actions on their campuses and beyond, with member locals provided the following materials,

to be developed in consultation with the Students with Disabilities Constituency Group:

- A survey template of “best practices” for combating ableism on campuses, to be
administered by member locals. The data of these surveys is to be compiled into a manual
of best practices by the Students with Disabilities Constituency Group at a later date;

- A survey template of local disability advocacy groups to be administered by member

locals. The data of these surveys will be provided to the Students with Disabilities

Constituency Group to aid lobbying efforts as they relate to issues that impact students
with disabilities; and

- A template to outline how to run student centered focus groups on ableism;

Be it further resolved that the findings of discussions and focus groups be reported back to the

Students with Disabilities Constituency Group for overall evaluation of campaign steps taken thus

far, and consideration of next steps in the development of the campaign over time.

2009105:N07 MOTION
Local 24/

Whereas the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs is considering the removal of the Post-

Secondary Student Support Program (PSSSP) from First Nations community management control
to place it under the supervision of the Canada Student Loans Agency or another third party
agency; and

Whereas the removal of the PSSSP from First Nations management would be another erosion of
First Nations self governance; and

Whereas the federal government continues to ignore the under-funding of First Nations’

postsecondary education, despite the findings of the report of its Standing Committee on Aboriginal
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Affairs and Northern Development, published in February 2007 ‘No Higher Priority. Aboriginal Post-
Secondary Education In Canada. which recommended that the government make funding to
increase Aboriginal involvement in post-secondary education a priority: and

Whereas, between 2001 and 2006, more than 10,500 First Nations students did not have access to
post-secondary education due to lack of funding; and

Whereas the report of the Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development
also mentions an unsteady and inadequate funding which jeopardises the future of First Nations
post-secondary institutions: and

Whereas the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs continues to deny the fiduciary
responsibility of the government of Canada towards First Nations to fully fund a comprehensive
Post-Secondary Student Support Program and seeks to discredit First Nations peoples in regards
to the management and use of presently allocated funds: and

Whereas there is a wide education gap between First Nations and the Canadian population. which
the government of Canada has pledged to reduce; therefore

Be it resolved that the removal of the Post-Secondary Student Support Programme from the control
of First Nations communities be opposed; and

Be it further resolved that the government of Canada be lobbied to:

- Prioritise efforts to address access for First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples to post-
secondary education; and

- Confirm the Post-Secondary Student Support Program (PSSSP) as a permanent First
Nations community-level funded program which is comprehensive and available to all
Aboriginal post-secondary learners: and

- Adequately fund the right to post-secondary education for First Nations by taking
immediate action in following up the recommendations of its Standing Committee on
Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development contained in “No Higher Priority: Aboriginal
Post-Secondary Education In Canada;” and

- Lift the 2 percent cap on the PSSSP and inject enough funds to ensure the right for
Aboriginal peoples to free education is made possible.

2009105:N08 MOTION
Local 68/

Whereas there is a lack of national data on college enrolments, tuition and ancillary fees, and
funding over time and by region; and

Whereas much of this data is collected regularly for the university sector; and

Whereas the college sector is equally as important to society and the economy as the university
sector: and

Whereas the current source of much of the data for colleges are bodies that represents college
administrations; and

Whereas an independent source of data collection is preferred to reduce bias; therefore

Be it resolved that Statistics Canada be lobbied to collect and publish data on college enrolments,
tuition and ancillary fees, and funding over time and by region; and

Be it further resolved that this data be available at no charge to the public.

The following motions were served with notice by the National Aboriginal Caucus.

2009105:N1O MOTION

Whereas the Federation is a strong proponent of funding for Aboriginal Education for all Indigenous
peoples in Canada; and

Whereas successive federal governments have grossly underfunded post-secondary education in
Canada an have consistently failed to provide adequate funding to fulfill the governments fiduciary
duty to provide education to Canada’s indigenous population; and

Whereas the current policy to cap funding increases in the Post-Secondary Student Support
Program at 2% per year constitutes a prime example of underfunding of Aboriginal Education and
the possible elimination of the program would only exacerbate the funding deficit; and
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Whereas full funding of Aborigmal learners in Canada would constitute a major. tangible. effort by

the federal government to fulfill its responsibilities to the indigenous people of Canada with action

and funding instead of just words, therefore:

Be it resolved that the Campaign for Aboriginal Education include a National Week of Action to be

held in the fall of 2009 calling on the federal government to fully fund all Indigenous learners in

Canada:

Be it further resolved that the week of action focus on such tactics as letter writing, petitioning,

coalition work and direct calling of MP and Minister offices;

Be it further resolved that the campaign call for the lifting of the two percent cap on funding

increases for the Post-Secondary Student Support Program and to call on the government to

increase the budget to accommodate for the increase of population, tuition fees. and also to take

into consideration inflationary pressures;

Be it further resolved that the campaign promote the self-governance aspect of current funding

structures and call for greater accountability within the context of current program designs; and

Be it further resolved that the campaign promote research on the social and economic benefits

of fully funding all Indigenous Learners.

2009105:N1 I MOTION

Be it resolved that the Native Women’s Association of Canada’s “Sisters in Spirit” Vigils on October

4, 2009 be endorsed.

4. OTHER BUSINESS

5. ADJOURNMENT
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Tuition and Ancillary Fees

Background
The Federation has garnered

wdespread Dubic suport to:

afhraahie tuhon fees. °oting

oonsstenhy shows that an

overwhelmng maiorey ot Canadans

favour freezng or reducing tuiOon fees.

In the last decade, every province has

frozen tuition tees for some period

of time and tuition fees are currently

frozen in every Atlantic province.

The challenge for the Federation is

to maintain the momentum towards

lower tuition fees in provinces in wnch

freezes arid reductions have been

established and create pressure on

other provincial governments to reverse

recent increases.

Despite progress on tuition fee

regulation, many universities and

colleges have moved to circumvent

government policy by increasing

fees for certain campus services.

These ancillary fees are often subject

to less regulation than tuition lees,

and represent a critical issue facing

students.

in most provinces, international

students have been the target of the

largest fee increases. Tuition fees for

international students now average

$14,487 per year, approximately three

times the amount charged to Canadian

students.

Policy Proposals
The Federation proposals include, but

are not limited to:

• The progressive reduction of tu;tion

and ancillary fees at public post-

secondary institutions across the

country:

• The elimination of differential fees for

international students; and

• The elimination of ancillary fees

Implementation
Research: The Federation wit continue

to assemble research demonstrating

the negative impacts of financial

barriers on access to post-secondary

education. Information will be collected

describing alternative systems of

post-secondary education in countries

where no tuition fees exist. In particular,

the Federation will rebut the research

disseminated by proponents of higher

tuition fees.

Government Relations: The Federation

will continue to lobby for the restoration

of federal transfer payments for post-

secondary education and promote the

positive benefits of coupling federal

reinvestment with legislation that calls

for the reduction of tuition fees.

National Awareness and Media:

The Federation will develop and

implement a communications plan

that illustrates the need for a national

strategy for tuition fee reduct:ons. The

Federation will also contnue to exoose

regional and provincial disparities n

accessibility.

The Federation will continue to highlight

models of universally accessible

post-secondary education from

other countries, such as Ireland and

Scotland

Membership Mobilisation: The

Federation will support regional student

mobilisations that seek to freeze

reduce, or eliminate tution fees

Coalition Work: Member locals will be

encouraged to solicit support for tuition

fee reductions through the continued

development of local coalitions Special

effort will be undertaken to seek

the support of national professional

associations

Campaign Goal

The Federation seeks to eliminate financial

barriers to post-secondary education.
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Vote Education

Background

For years the Federation has

conducted an intensive “Vote

Education’ campaign to increase the

number of students that vote and

raise the profile of student issues

during federal and provincial elections.

Federation members take part in a

coordinated campaign to organise

a Il-candidates debates, create radio

ads, campaign door-to-door, flood radio

shows with callers, and write hundreds

of letters.

During election campaigns, local

party candidates are very sensitive to

mobilization efforts in their community.

Sci even if they tow a strict party line

during the campaign period, they often

have a permanent memory of who

can mobilize in their community and

who could otentaty cost them the

next election. Flexing students muscle

during elections is a key strategy for

post-election lobbying.

In the fall 2008 federal election,

most federal parties’ platforms made

substantial commitments to post-

secondary education and research in

their platforms. The resulting minority

government and a change in the

official oppositions leadership has led

to constant election speculation, and

it is likely that there will be a federal

election in fall or winter 2009,

Implementation

Research: The Federation will produce

a detailed analysis of the platform and

legislative record of each major federal

party.

Government Relations: The Federation

wll cont:nue to meet with the leaders.

central campaigners, and platform

developrrient teams for each major

federal party eaolng up to the

bcarnpaign period.

meet w:th Eiectons Canada officicas

to ensure that students can freely

exercise their right to v.ote. Elections

Canada vill asc be obbed o ievelop

a national strategy for campus polls

Member locals will be encouraged

to work with l.ocal returning offices to

tailor outreach strategies and address

concerns on an ongoing tasis.

National Awareness and Media: The

Federation will undertake an intensive

media campaign to attract coverage of

student issues and campus mobilising.

Coalition Work: The Federation will

continue to strengthen relationships

with organisations representing

college and university staff and faculty,

community organisations, as well as

parents’ and high school students’

organ isations.

Campaign Goal
The Federation seeks to:

• Make post-secondary education a

prominent issue during the next federal

general election;

• Educate voters about where the parties

stand on issues that are important to

students;

• Increase student and youth voter turn-out. Membership Mobilisation: The

Federation will run an intensive voter

registration campaign on campuses

across the country and hold events

to promote advanced polling and the

election day.
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Student Financial Assistance

Background:
!r f,3,’ ,3.j Tore tna’ a ç

cerrnl.fary st erb’- ruin— ‘z rn’-’ f:,rn.

ot bran dl ass stance. Three-quarters
th se re eiving studer t loans bel eve

they wou I be unable t part c pate

in higher edo abon without th s

assistance. A robust and wel -funded

national system of student grants would

reduce daunt’g levels of student debt

and improve access to universities and

colleges.

In 1998, the federal government

belatedly acknowledged the student

debt crisis by creating the Millennium

Scholarship Foundation (MSF).

Regrettably, the Foundation has proven

to be little more than a public relations

stunt combined with a questonable

research project that has subtly

downplayed tne effects of hgrier tuition

fees and higher student debt.

In response to the Federation’s

campaign to replace the Foundation,

the federal government has introduced

a national system of means-tested

grants to be administered by Human

Resources and Skills Development

starting in fall 2009.

The federal government is also poised

to introduce a major transformation of

the Interest Relief and Debt Reduction

in Repayment (DRR) programs.

Both programs will be replaced with

a program called the Repayment

Assistance Pr.gram (RAP). RAP

will resemble the uid Interest Relief

orogram excep nstead of one level of

interest forgiveness, struggling student

loan borrowers w receive graduated

eve s of interest f rgiveness relative to

iron me.

A second pf ase of RAP w I prov do

debt torgivenecs fe’- thuse wt’r have

exhausted five years wo’-th m tre

interest relef under tne hrst prace of

RAP.

Policy Proposals
The Federation’s proposals nclude, but

are not limited to:

• Grants: The federal government

should consider terminating

education-related tax credits and use

the savings to augment the national

system of grants.

• Integration: The Canada Student

Loans Program should make further

integration with provincial loans

programs a top priority.

• Ombudsperson: The staggering

levels of debt carried by many

former students makes service

errors a very serious, offer life-

altering, experience. Students

need an independent office for

dispute resolution and complaints

investigation.

• Interest rates: The government

should eliminate interest charges or

public student loans.

• Part-time students: The federal

governim ent should give part-time

students— rnany cf vihc rn have family

responsb lities fhat prevent full-time

study— -eq al a cess to the Canada

Student Loars Pr grarn and the

Canada Student Grants Pr gram.

Implementation
Research: The Rejeratic.r ;al cont-’ije

resea’-ch the detrimeritai eCects

of student debt on access to pubIc

post-secondary educatior, and the

economic and social consequences.

The Federation will also collect research

on the effectiveness of the new Canada

Student Grants Program.

Government Relations: The Federation

will coordinate an intensive lobbying

session in taIl 2009 to persuade

federal decision-makers to increase

the level of grants available. Member

locals will be encouraged to meet with

their local Members of Parliament

to discuss access and student debt.

The Federation will also pressure

political parties to commit to student

aid improvements in their election

platforms.

National Awareness and Media: The

Federation will coordinate national

media events to raise awareness

about the transition from the MSF to

the Canada Student Grants Program,

Member locals will be provided with

terr plate news releases and sample

opinion pieces for submiss on to

campus and local newspapers.

Membership Mohilisation: The

Federation wili prepare materials for

distribution in the late summer and fall.

Member loca will be encouraged to

d stribute mater als at various events

nc’uding welcome weeks ard public

forums.

Coalition Work. Th- Fede’at,,.,

will rortinue t build widespread

awareness and support among ke

rn nded crgamosations ahou tne need to

cn’ft federal studerit t:nancia! aid from

I anstograntc.

Campaign Goal

The Federation seeks to increase access

to post-secondary education and reduce

student debt.
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Copyright

Background

By balarcirg the nghts of creators,

owners, and users of opyrighted

works, Canada’s Copyrght A t exists to

encourage the creation of arhsbc and

nnovative works, rangmg from books

and painhngs, to music and video, to

computer software One of the most

important of the fundamental rights

established in the Act is the ability of

copyright owners (often not the original

creators) to control the copying and

use of their works, Copyright also

protects the “moral rights” of creators

by prohibiting their works from being

unjustly appropriated and defaced.

At the same time, the Copyright Act

also exists to ensure public rights of

access and use. t provides several

rights for users including limited

rights to make copies and re-mix

works without parr ssion throgb an

exception known as “fa r dealing”.

As such, a core principle of ropyright

is that knowledge n’ ust be share 1 ft

cc courage creat vity A 2004 Supreme

Co irt of Canada ruT ng onfirmed

tnat the purp serf tt c C pyrigt

A t s t serve the p it I ir terest

by urders r ngtl’c rt “a raic far

Jeal ng play r nsurir g a ess

ard usc of ‘ pyrightcd w rks

Atl ugic pyrgtt awcar b vr”y

ft h aTarI n’ -ati,ttc

rrpl at rs frbaar ed ‘ pyrigtt

afte talir stevcryConaiar.A

ci’ ““scful -ar pa gn f r fair pjr gt

laws rr st str ye t rrake the issue

auces,b e acid r,cr-ft”hn al. Broad

participation should be en ouraged

from students who are visual artists,

musicians, computer prograrr mers,

journalists, and others who re-mix

culture.

Policy Proposals
The Federation’s proposals include, but

are not lim ted to’

• Expanding the definitinn nf fair

dealing,

• Anti-circumvention provisions

that do not infringe upon statutory

rights of access or personal

privacy;

• A “Notice and Notice” provision

that would only req iire internet

service providers to pass on

allegations of infringements, not

enforce them,

• The elimination of statutory

damages for those who arc’ acting

with the good faitt be ief that their

use of a work is justified by fair

deal ng; and

• Thc’clrriratiin fcrwn yrigtt

Implementation
Government Relations’ T Fe lerati ci

w presert ftc resu ts f ftc sprirg

2009 arpus orsutat rst ftc

federa g vernmert ‘‘f. F’d ““at n

w lseekj rtme tngs 4Hcrtage

r I stry, and Post-Se ndary

Elu at r crt s f ppcst n parties

an’endmerft t th’ C pyrigtt At arc

tab i tt’ F,d rat s k” tcstf

t””f cc H isc f cc ci Stardrb

C n’rr tttC5

National Awareness and Media. ftc

Fe ierat r w I develrp a sfort r c

quzab uta tvtcsthatw udt3v’”

beer onsiJrc ‘cpyrgtt rfra ‘ti ns

th” C pyrigtt Act arrenftrerts tabled

in 2008 taibe jrrc aw

Membership Mabilisation: Member

ocals are encouraged to continue to

hold Ic aT forums about the role of

federal legislation ani students’ access

to copyrighted material as creators and

owners of copyright.

Coalition Work The Federation will

continue to work close y wift the

Canadian Association of University

Teachers and other groups with a broad

view of fair dealirg.

Campaign Goal
The Federation seeks copyright legislation

that balances the rights of users and

creators,
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Federal Funding

Background
or ii re *nan v do ades. Oe

°eieim nas ‘a ui I’m

usatilsOrnerr a a nan: na; act L? oot

ec odary G• a an am r050arun.

After tr e intr du tier 4 the Ca’ada

Hea ft and So a “ranster in 1996,

acuountabitty and ttansparenoy t r

federal qost-secondary educat on

transfers dimin4hed. The s:tuation did

not improve with the creation of the

Canada Social Transfer in 2004.

During the 2006 federal election

campaign, Stephen Harper promised

to create a dedicated transfer payment

for cost-secondary education. Shortly

afterwards in February 2006, a

summit on post-secondary education

and research organised by Canadas

premiers called for the reinvestment

of the $4 billion that has been cut

from annual federal transfers to the

provinces for post-secondary education

and research since 1993,

The 2007 federal budget restored

$800 million in an ‘earmarked’ federal

transfer for post-secondary education.

Earmarking the funding increases

transparency somewhat; however,

accountability concerns continue to

plague the Canada Social Transfer,

For example, in the same year that

transfers for post-secondary education

increased by $800 million, fhe Gordon

Campbell government in BC cut

funding to un versities and colleges by

$50 mil on

The %derai government also has the

consotuhenal resp,insbi’ity to Orovide

resou”nes fur Aborg:na! tudents t”'

puns ie a post-sc condarv educat on,

Furdirg is provided through Indan

and Nortt’err Affiirs Post Seconiary

Enucat on Pr gram. the r reases to

whoa have been cappea at 2 1 pm

annum since 1996.

Policy Proposals
The Federation’s proposals include, but

are not limited to

• Restoring of federal funding for

post-secondary education to 0.5% of

Gross Domestic Product (an increase

of approximately $2.5 billion per

year);

• Increasing funding to the Post-

Secondary Education Program to

provide adequate funding to every

eligible Aboriginal student;

• Creating a dedicated federal cash

transfer payment for post-secondary

education;

• Creating a Post-Secondary Education

Act that establishes guidelines for

quality and accessibility in post-
secondary education and research

that includes recognihon of the

needs of Québec and Aboriginal

students; and

• Creating a federal Minisfry of Post-

Secondary Education and Research.

Implementation
Government Relations: The Federation
wiil make the edera’ role in post

smnndary education a promi’iant issue

uuriiig tt e fa’ 2009 lobby 5055 u is.

Research. The Federat r wi I research
similar qostser-nndary edunation

system structures and legdahun in

other countries.

Coalition Work: The Federation will

work with the Canadian Associaf ion of

University Teachers to garner support

among all parties for a Post-Secondary

Education Act.

National Awareness and Media:

The Federaf ion w’ll implement a

communications strategy drawing

public attention to the impact of federal

under-funding on the accessibility

and quality of Canada’s universities

and colleges. The strategy will focus

attention on Prime Minister Harper’s

promise to create a dedicated transfer

payment for post-secondary education.

Campaign Goal
The Federation seeks a federal framework
that ensures high-quality, universally
accessible public post-secondary education.
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Corporate Influence

Background

Federal funding cuts over the past

twenty years have starved post-

secondary institutions, paving the way

to increased reliance on private sector

funding. Private sector involvement

in public education manifests itself

in corporate funding for university

capital projects, interference in course

curricula and research projects.

and corporate-style governance of

universities and colleges. Many campus

services are being out-sourced to

private corporations with a greater

interest in profits rather than supporting

the campus community and workers

rights.

In most cases, university and college

administrations are willing participants

in the corporatisation of campus.

Board of Governors appointments

from the private sector are often made

in hopes of increasing tund-raising

revenue. Greater corporate involvement

changes the dynamic of governance

at public institutions, and universities

and colleges become less responsive

to students, the oommunty. and the

public good.

Conversely, student representation

in the highest levels of university and

college governance is generally token.

In many cases. toe administration

selects students with no formal

connection to the students’ unon to

re present” students’ interests with no

mechanism to either collect student

feedback or be held accountable for

their actions at board meetings.

There is a recent trend to muzzle

students union representatives by

making them sign confidentiality

agreements and even force them to

abstain from tuition fee increase votes

out of “conflict of interest’.

A consequence of the increasing

corporate management of public

post-secondary institutions is the

reduction in the authority of university

senates and college academic councils

to oversee program development

and creation. For example, some

universities have sidestepped senate

procedures to initiate for-profit language

schools to generate increased revenue.

One of the greatest achievements

of the student movement during

the 1950s and 1960s was winning

representation in university governance,

or “academocracy” as it was called

then. Today, the secrecy and top-

down management style of corporate

universities and colleges threatens to

turn back the clock on student rights.

Policy Proposals

Th.e Federation’s proposals include. but

are not imced tO:

• Increasing students’ union

repreèntation on boards of

governors:

• Exposing corporate interference in

universty and college governance:

and

• Increasing core funding for public

Implementation

Government Relations: TOe Federation

will prepare Iobby kits for membcr

locals to use during appointment

processes, so as to influence

the aupootment cf cc.mmunty

repmesentatves who are actually from

the community. not dde busness

positions.

National Awareness and Media: The

Federation will pubIicse the dangers

of privatisation and commercialisation

in public post-secondary education,

When cases of corporate interference

or academic misconduct arise the

Federation will support, where feasible,

cases with national significance. This

may include legal challenges in cases

where students’ union representatives

are reprimanded for breaking

confidentiality agreements.

Membership Mobilisation: Member

locals are encouraged to continue to

gather information about examples of

privatisation and commercialisation on

campus.

Coalition Work: The Federation

WIll continue to build widespread

awareness and support among like-

minded organisations about how

privatization threatens public education.

Campaign Goal
The Federation seeks high-quality public

post-secondary education that is free from

corporate interference.

post-secondary education.



AGENDA
Organisational and Services Development Committee
May 2009 National General Meeting

DAY ONE

1, PREPARATION FOR COMMITTEE DELIBERATIONS

a. Ratification of the Committee Chair(s)

Standing Resolution 1, Section 4, Committee Chairperson, states that as its first order of business
each standing general meeting committee shall either: ratify as the committee chairperson(s) the
National Executive member(s) appointed to the committee; or elect a committee chairperson from
within its membership.

The National Executive is recommending that Deputy Chairperson Brent Farrington be ratified as
chair for the Committee.

b. Roundtable Introductions

c. Review of the Committee Agenda

d. Review of the Committees Terms of Reference

Committee members should be familiar with the responsibilities of the Organisational and Services
Development Committee as established in the Federation’s Standing Resolutions. Standing
Resolution 1, Section 3d) Organisational and Services Development Committee states that the
Organisational and Services Development Committee shall:
i. review and make recommendations to closing plenary on the national structure of the

Federation, including: the National Executive, the national staffing; the national office: and all
other national structures of the Federation;

ii. review and make recommendations to closing plenary on the national programmes of the
Federation;

iii. review the development of the profile’ of the Federation within member local associations;
iv. review and make recommendations to closing plenary on the national communication tools of

the Federation;
v. review and make recommendations on development of new members;
vi. review and make recommendations to the closing plenary on proposed amendments to the

Constitution and Bylaws. Standing Resolutions and Operations Policy.

2. REVIEW OF FEDERATION BULK BUYING SERVICES

a. HandbooklDayplanners

This year 53 students’ unions in ten provinces are participating in the handbookldayplanner service.
with approximately 285.000 handbooks to be printed through the service. The Committee will
discuss the progress of the service and ideas for the future.

b. Website Design and Hosting

The goal of the Students’ Union Website Service, similar to that of the handbookldayplanner service,
is to produce a better quality product that meets the needs of member unions at an affordable price
so that all member locals, regardless of their size, can improve communications with their members.
The Committee will discuss the service and ideas for the future.

1
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c. Orientation Products

Member locals typically purchase a variety of materials to promote services and campaigns to new
and existing members, especially during the first few weeks of class each academic year. The
service was created to help member locals secure significant cost savings by combining their
purchasing power while ensuring that materials produced are ethically manufactured and of a high
quality. The Committee will discuss ways to expand the service.

d. Student Health and Dental Insurance

The National Student Health Network is a buying consortium for student health and dental insurance
that the Federation coordinates. Following a brief orientation to the service, the Committee will
discuss strategies for improving and expanding the buying group.

3. REVIEW OF STUDENT DISCOUNT SERVICES

a. ISlClStudentsaver

The Federation has run a national student discount program since its founding in 1981. The service
utilises two discount cards: the International Student Identity Card (ISIC), which only full-time
students are eligible to receive; and the Studentsaver card, which is available to all full- and part-
time students belonging to the Federation.

Following a brief orientation to the services, the Committee will discuss preparations and
developments, and will offer ideas, for the future.

b. Other Discount Activity

In 2008, the Federation again offered through its website free income tax filing with Ufile, an on-line
tax filing service. This year, Federation members will be able to file their taxes for free for the entire
calendar year allowing students more flexibility in filing their taxes. The Committee will discuss the
service.

4. STUDENT WORK ABROAD PROGRAMME (SWAP)

The Federation has been running the Student Work Abroad Programme for more than 25 years.
Following a brief orientation to the service, the Committee will discuss developments with and ideas for
the service.

5. OTHER

Time permitting, the Committee will divide into smaller working groups to discuss possible ideas for the
improvement of existing services and programmes as well as brainstorm new services to be offered
through the Federation.

DAY TWO

6. MOTIONS REFERRED FROM OPENING PLENARY

The following motions will likely be referred to the Organisational Development Committee by the
opening plenary.

a. Proposal on Climate Neutrality

The following motion and the proposed amendment to it were referred to the National Executive by
the May 2008 national general meeting:

2008105:024 MOTION
Local 44/ Local 73

Whereas according to the Fourth Assessment Report (November 2007) of the UN’s
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC): “Warming of the climate system is
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unequivocal as is now evident from observations of increases in global average air and ocean
temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice and rising global average sea level” and

Whereas the impact of unsustainable human activities such as industrial manufacturing, industrial
agriculture, natural resource extraction and mass transportation have exacerbated and accelerated
this warming by increasing concentrations of atmospheric greenhouse gases such as carbon
dioxide and methane, and

Whereas the most positive and pragmatic approach to addressing this emergency is for individuals,
organizations and nations to become not just climate-neutral, but to move beyond being climate-
neutral and

Whereas ‘beyond climate-neutral’ means that individuals, organizations and nations work to reduce
their impact on the climate to net-zero and, in addition, work to contribute to larger climate change
solutions (i e they do more to solve the problems of climate change than they do cause them),
therefore

Be it resolved that the National Executive consult and work with the David Suzuki Foundation,
Aboriginal people experienced in sustainable indigenous ecological practices and any other
relevant experts in order to make all national meetings of the Federation and the operations of the
national office beyond climate-neutral by May of 2010, and

Be it further resolved that material and informational support be provided to all locals who wish to
make the transition to move beyond climate-neutral

2008/05:127 MOTION TO AMEND
Local 44/Local 75

Be it resolved that Motion-2008/05 024 be amended to read

“Be it resolved that the National Executive consult and work with the David Suzuki Foundation,
Aboriginal People experienced in sustainable indigenous ecological practices and any other
relevant experts in order to develop a long-term strategy towards becoming climate neutral for on-
site aspects of all national general meetings of the Federation and the operations of the national
office,

Be it further resolved transportation for all national general meetings of the Federation and the
operations of the national office be investigated as a separate initiative that includes environmental
best practices and excludes carbon trading. and

Be it further resolved that the National Executive include a section on the progress of this initiative
in the National Executive Report at the November 2008 AGM, including a timeline for
implementation, and

Be it further resolved that material and informational support be provided to all locals who wish to
make the transition to move towards climate-neutrality’

The National Executive recommends the defeat of Motion 2008/05 024 and 2008/05 127

b. Proposal on Handbook Orders

2009105:N01 MOTION
Local 3/

Whereas one of the most cherished principles of the Canadian Federation of Students is that every
local, regardless of size, should have an equal say in the governance of the Federation, and

Whereas practices which favour larger locals stand in direct opposition to this principle, and

Whereas the Federation currently offers a ‘volume discount to locals that print more than 7500
handbooks per year, and

Whereas many smaller locals have fewer than 7500 members, and as such cannot access this
discount; therefore

Be it resolved that the practice of offering volume discounts based on an arbitrary number of books
ordered be ceased, and instead offer a volume discount to locals which order enough handbooks to
supply 80% or more of their membership

( , r f
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c. Proposal on Referendum Spending Limits

2009105:NO2 MOTION TO AMEND BYLAWS
Local 41/

Whereas the Federation wants to ensure its processes to join and leave the Federation are as fair

as possible: therefore

Be it resolved that Bylaw 14, subsection evi be amended to read:

v Referendum teams shall be subject to equal spending hm:ts

d. Proposal for a Multi-Campus Institution Caucus

2009105:N09 MOTION TO AMEND BYLAWS
Local 26/

Whereas the Federation has a number of Caucuses to discuss issues which affect members of

each caucus;

Whereas MultiCampus Institutions deal with a number of distinct issues which Single Campus

Institutions do not face; therefore

Be it resolved that Bylaw 9.3 be amended to include a MultiCampus Institution Caucus” as one of

the Designated Caucuses.

7. DISCUSSION OF MEMBERSHIP DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

8. OTHER BUSINESS

9. ADJOURNMENT



AGENDA
Policy Review and Development Committee
May2009 National General Meeting —

1. PREPARATION FOR COMMITTEE DELIBERATIONS

a. Ratification of the Committee Chair(s)

Standing Resolution 1, Section 4, Committee Chairperson, states that as its first order of business
each standing general meeting committee shall either: ratify as the committee chairperson(s) the
National Executive member(s) appointed to the committee; or elect a committee chairperson from
within its membership.

The National Executive is recommending that Quebec Representative Noah Stewart be ratified as
chair for the Committee.

b. Roundtable Introductions

c. Review of the Committee Agenda

d. Review of the Committee’s Terms of Reference

Committee members should be familiar with the responsibilities of the Policy Review and
Development Committee as established in the Federation’s Standing Resolutions. Standing
Resolution 1, Section 3.c) Policy Review and Development Committee, states that: “The Policy
Review and Development Committee shall review and make recommendations to closing plenary on
proposed amendments to the issues policy of the Federation, as proposed by Committee members
and member locals on plenary floor.”

2. CURRENT POLICY ISSUES DISCUSSION

The Committee will review and discuss policy of the Federation as it relates to policy changes of the
government.

a. Technology

Preamble

The Federation recognises that the use of technology in all aspects of students life profoundly affects the
student-teacher and student-student interaction of academic programs, the atmosphere of the institution and
the power structure within it.

Policy

The Federation:

- supports the use of technology when it encourages critical thinking, accessibility, and empowerment
of students:

- opposes the use of technology as a substitute for classroom and student-teacher interaction:

- opposes the introduction of new technology solely as a solution to the under-funding of education:
and

- opposes the use of technology by administration as a basis for limiting, rather than enhancing how
academic programs and student services are delivered,

b. Student Support Services

Policy

Hours of Operation

The Federation encourages post-secondary institutions to provide hours of operation on campus so as to
ensure accessibility for all students.
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Child Care

The Federahon supports the follow ng

- free, quality. on campus child care with proportional number of spaces reserved on the basis of

financial need for undergraduates. graduates faculty and support staff:

- the elimination of barriers to subsidised spaces for all families.

- the provision of special child care for students’ unique needs, i.e.. evening care. weekend care. free

infant care, part-time care: and

- access to quality child care and parenting skills counseling for parents who are attending school.

Food Collection and Redistribution Services

The Federations endorses initiatives that eradicate rte 9eea for food collection and redistribution services
and until the need is eradicated encourages members and non-members to participate in such services in
cooperation with anti-poverty groups where poss ble ncluding the opening of food banks on campus

Health Services

The Federation recognises the cycle of poverty and stress that leads to ill health and more stress. Moreover
quality education includes access to health services. These services should be available at all post-secondary
institutions. The Federation supports
- free and accessible health services for all students.
- free and accessible quality professional services, including psychiatric care: and
- free and accessible quality peer support services

3. NEW POLICY DEVELOPMENT DISCUSSION

The Committee will discuss policy issues related to post-secondary education in Canada.

a. Management of University Endowments and financial investments.

The movement of universities to the “Harvard Model—investing endowment monies in the
financial and other markets and use dividends to finance projects such as student grants—have
lead to losses of tens of millions of dollars. Currently, there is a lack of oversight and regulation by
elected boards in universities in how much of these endowments can be invested in high-risk
investment products or stock markets.

The Committee will discuss possible policy recommendations that would address the lack of
regulation and oversight of investing endowment funds.

b. Autonomy of Granting Councils

Recently, the government ordered a strategic review of the three granting councils and removed
$147.9 million from their budgets. $87 million of these “savings” are to be redirected to fund an
increase in the number of Canada Graduate Scholarships (CGS) over the short term (3 years).
However, the new CGS positions for graduate students under SSHRC are only for ‘business
related” degrees and for students under NSERC and CIHR preference is to be given to students
carrying out commercialisable research. This is an unprecedented level of interference by the
federal government which undermines the peer review processes within the councils.

The Committee will discuss possible policy recommendations that would address the
independence of granting councils.

4. OTHER BUSINESS

5. ADJOURNMENT



AGENDA
Provincial Component Meetings
May 2009 National General Meeting

1. PREPARATION FOR COMPONENT DELIBERATIONS

a. Roundtable Introductions

b. Review of the Component Agenda

2. PREPARATION FOR SUBCOMMITTEES

a. Overview of Subcommittees

b. Overview of Selection Process

c. Subcommittees Section Process

Standing Resolution 1, Section 2, Committee Composition states that:
“Each caucus, constituency group and provincial component shall have the right to select one voting
member to sit on each standing general meeting committee.”

The Component will select representatives for each of the following plenary sub-committees:
- Budget Committee:
- Organisational and Services Development Committee: and
- Policy Review and Development Committee.

3. REVIEW OF MOTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION

The Component will review the motions that were submitted with notice for consideration at the May
2009 national general meeting and develop recommendations for the motions.

4. REVIEW OF MEETING LOGISTICS

Any questions or concerns about meeting logistics should be addressed at this time. Meeting
coordinators will provide an overview of the transportation schedule from the meeting site to the airport.

5. OTHER BUSINESS

6. ADJOURNMENT

1
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AGENDA
National Graduate Caucus
May 2009 National General Meeting

SESSION I — Monday, May 18, 2009

1. ATTENDANCE ROLL CALL

2. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

Changes or additions to the agenda may be proposed at this time.

3. WELCOMING REMARKS AND INTRODUCTIONS

4. PREPARATION FOR PLENARY SUB-COMMITTEES

a. Selection of Committee Representatives

Standing Resolution 1 Section 2, Committee Composition states that:

Each caucus, constituency group and provincial component shall have the right to select one voting
member to sit on each standing general meeting committee”

The Caucus will select representatives for each of the following plenary sub-committees:

- Budget Committee:
- Organisational and Services Development Committee; and
- Policy Review and Development Committee.

b. Review of Motions for Consideration

The Caucus will review the motions that have been submitted with due notice for consideration at
the national general meeting.

c, Discussion of Other Sub-Committee Business

The Caucus will discuss any other business related to plenary sub-committees.

5. ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION — PART ONE

Caucus members will provide a local by local update on the status of implementation of Federation
campaigns and services

SESSION 2 — Monday, May 18, 2009

6. REPORT ON CAUCUS ACTIVITIES BY THE NATIONAL GRADUATE CAUCUS EXECUTIVE

An overview of the work undertaken by the Caucus during the reporting period will be provided.
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7. CAMPAiGNS AND GOVERNMENT RELATIONS DISCUSSION

The meeting will discuss campaigns and government relations activities including.

- the campaign to expose the dangers of commercialisation of research;
- the campaign to maintain/restore post-residency fees;
- the campaign for whistleblower protection legislation; and

- the campaign for a balanced Copyright Act.

8. ADOPTION OF MINUTES FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING

The meeting will consider the minutes of the previous meeting of the Caucus.

9. CAUCUS MOTIONS TABLED FROM PREVIOUS MEETING

The following motion was tabled from the February meeting of the National Graduate Caucus:

2009102:33 MOTION

Local 79/Local 83

Be it resolved that a public, open, message, thread-based forum be set up and maintained by the
National Graduate Caucus on the Federations website, and one member of the of the Caucus
Executive be responsible for basic maintenance.

10. UPDATE FROM PLENARY SUB-COMMITTEES

SESSION 3 — Wednesday, May 20, 2009

11. REVIEW OF CAUCUS FINANCES

12. CAUCUS ELECTION

At this time, an election will be held for the Graduate Students’ Representative on the National
Executive.

13. UPDATE FROM PLENARY SUB-COMMITTEES

Caucus representatives on each plenary sub-committee will report on the deliberations of the
sub-committees.

14. ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION - PART TWO

Time permitting, Caucus members will provide a local by local update on the status of implementation of
Federation campaigns and services,

15. ADJOURNMENT



MINUTES
National Graduate Caucus of the Canadian Federation of Students
Thursday. February 26 to Sunday, March 1 2009 Fredericton. New Brunswick

CALL TO ORDER—Thursday, February 26, 2009

1720 The meeting was called to order by National Graduate Caucus Chairperson Graham Cox

ATTENDANCE ROLL CALL

Local 03 University of British Columbia Students Union-Okanagan Present
Local 23 Simon Fraser Student Society Absent

Local 21 University of Calgary Graduate Students Association Present

Local 09 University of Regina Students Union Present
Local 101 University of Saskatchewan Graduate Students Association Absent

Local 96 University of Manitoba Graduate Students Association Present

Local 102 Brock University Graduate Students Association Absent
Local 78 Carleton University Graduate Students Association Present
Local 62 University of Guelph Graduate Students’ Association Present
Local 32 Lakehead University Student Union Present
Local 110 Laurentian University Graduate Students Association Present
Local 39 McMaster University Graduate Students’ Association Absent
Local 94 University of Ottawa Graduate Students’ Association des étudiant.e.s

Diplômé.e.s de l’Université d’Ottawa Present
Local 27 Queen’s University Society of Graduate and Professional Students Present
Local 24 Ryerson Students Union Present
Local 85 Saint Paul University Students’ Association Absent
Local 19 University of Toronto Graduate Students’ Union Present

Trent Graduate Students’ Association* Absent
Local 47 University of Western Ontario Society of Graduate Students Absent
Local 56 Wilfrid Laurier University Graduate Students’ Association Absent
Local 48 University of Windsor Graduate Students’ Society Present
Local 84 York University Graduate Students’ Association Present

Local 83 Concordia University Graduate Students’ Association Absent
Local 79 Post-Graduate Students’ Society of McGill University Absent

Local 67 University of New Brunswick Graduate Students Association Present

Local 70 University of Prince Edward Island Graduate Student Association Absent

Local 95 Cape Breton University Students’ Union Absent
Dalhousie Association of Graduate Students* Absent

Local 34 Mount Saint Vincent University Students’ Union Absent

Local 100 Graduate Students’ Union of the Memorial University of Newfoundland Present
* Prospective member

G. Ccx declared that quorum had been achieved,

2. ANNOUNCEMENT OF PROXIES

G. Cox indicated there were no proxies for the meeting.

3. WELCOMING REMARKS AND INTRODUCTIONS

G. Cox provided welcoming remarks. Delegates introduced themselves.

4. REVIEW OF ROBERT’S RULES OF ORDER

G. Cox provided a brief overview of Roberts Rules of Order.
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5. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

2009/02:01 MOTION
Local 78/Local 100

Be it resolved that the agenda for the February 2009 meeting of the National Graduate Caucus be

adopted.

CARRIED

6. ADOPTION OF THE MINUTES

2009/02:02 MOTION

Local 94/Local 27

Be it resolved that the minutes of the November 2008 meeting of the National Graduate Caucus

be adopted.

2009/02:03 MOTION TO AMEND
Local 79/Local 94

Be it resolved that the minutes of the November 2008 meeting of the National Graduate Caucus

be amended so that Motion 2008/11:14 reads as follows:

Whereas it is seemingly difficult to mobilize graduate students and to involve them in the student

movement;

Whereas locals have expressed difficulty in preparing and delivering campaigns of the NGC on

their campuses;

Whereas an interest has been expressed at both the last (May ‘08) and present (November ‘08)

meeting of the NGC for pre-fabricated materials to aid in running events promoting NGC

campaigns;

Be it resolved that a kit containing materials produced for the purpose of carrying out events as

part of and promoting the campaigns of the NGC be prepared by the NGC;

Be it further resolved that the kit contain at least the following items for each NGC campaign:

- Slide shows and talking points

- Printable and editable/customizable soft copies of promotional and informational

materials such as posters and pamphlets

- Hard copies of materials that can be reused (e.g. banners, backdrops,...)

- A list of speakers appropriate to each NGC campaign, and where possible, speakers that

might be available in each province;

Be it further resolved that locals be encouraged to contribute materials that they have produced

for NGC campaign events:

Be it further resolved that an agenda item be added to the next standalone meeting of the NGC to

discuss the creation of a national NGC campaign tour.

CARRIED

Local 27 delegate Mark Rosner was present at the November meeting. The attendance list was

corrected.

2009/02:02 CARRIED AS AMENDED

7. PREPARATION FOR ELECTIONS

a. Introduction of Electoral Officer

G Cox said that the Executive recommended that Communications Officer Ben Lewis be appointed as

the Electoral Officer.

2009/02:04 MOTION
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Local 62/Local 67

Be it resolved that Ben Lewis be ratified as the Electoral Officer for elections conducted at the
February 2009 Nabonal Graduate Caucus meeting.

CARRIED

b. Overview of Election Schedule and Procedures

Lewis said that elections would be held for the position of Caucus Chairperson and Caucus Deputy
Chairperson for the 2009-2010 term. He said that the terms commenced in May 2009, at the conclusion
of the national general meeting. He said that information about the positions could be found in Standing
Resolution 19.

Lewis provided a brief overview of the electoral process and the time frame surrounding the elections
process.

8. Review of Caucus Finances

a. Review of Expenditures

Caucus Deputy Chairperson Amy Cox reviewed caucus expenditures, reminding locals that the NGC budget
is comprised of 1/3 of membership fees from locals with a graduate population that had some sort of formal
structure, whether it was an autonomous graduate student union or a graduate caucus within a mixed
students’ union. She said that the review reflected what had been spent up to the previous week, but did not
include most expenses for the current meeting. She explained that the ‘Revenu& column referred to the
membership fees that had been remitted to the National Graduate Caucus of the Federation. She said the
AGM line-item referred to the current meeting and that it would change as delegates claimed their expenses.
A. Cox stated that the reported campaign expenditures are lower than in actuality due to shared costs with
the Federation relating to the federal election campaign. Additional research costs also shared with the NGC
and the Federation include those associated with the hiring of Angela Regnier to conduct contract research
work on the revision of the Tn-Council statement on research ethics. These amounts are not yet reflected in
the NGC figures. She said CAGS, communication costs, printing, and some research costs are shared with
the national office and that these figures could change as the national office figures are updated.

b. Question and Answers on the Caucus Finances

Local 79 delegate Adrian Kaats asked how up-to-date the expenditures line was.

A. Cox said it represented the expenditures up to the Wednesday before the meeting, with the exception of
those budget areas highlighted in the review.

Kaats asked what the subsidy, campaign line-items, and membership development line-items were for.

Lewis said that membership development included costs for sending Caucus executive members and staff to
existing and potential member locals to give presentations on our campaigns and lobby work. G. Cox said
that the line-item also includes the cost of producing the generic handbook for graduate student locals that
are potential members or small locals that cannot afford their own.

A. Cox said that the subsidy applies to all locals who have an operating budget of less than 85 000 to travel
to this meeting. which was similar to the Federation’s National General Meeting.

G. Cox said that general line items for campaigns includes printing, travel costs associated with sending
Ontario Researcher James Beaton to locals to give presentations on Caucus campaigns. and producing
materials such as the post-residency fees campaign posters. G. Cox also said that press releases fell under
this line item.

Kaats asked if anything other than campaign materials and logistical expenses were included in the budget.

G. Cox said that this line item does not include all the campaign materials present for this meeting.

2009102:05 MOTION TO RECESS

Local 94/Local 78

Be it resolved that the meeting recess until Friday, February 27, 2009.

CARRIED
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12:30 the Caucus recessed.

CALL BACK TO ORDER—Sunday, February 18, 2007

11:03 National Graduate Caucus Chairperson G Cox called the meeting to order.

9. PRESENTATION OF EXECUTIVE REPORT

a. The Caucus Executive reviewed the report.

b. Questions on the report.

Local 83 delegate Erik Chevrier asked how the Caucus measures the effectiveness of each campaign.

G. Cox indicated that the meetings member-by-member round-table and working groups discussions show

how each local is implementing campaigns, which allows members to highlight what has been effective
locally for each campaign.

Angela Regnier asked Lewis if there was an update on the impact of the National Film Board production RIP:

A Remix Manifesto.

Lewis indicated that Federation consultations on copyright will be held across the country by member locals

to gage what concerns students, faculty members, and the campus community at large have regarding

copyright issues and legislation. Lewis said this is not only a way to build awareness regarding copyright

issues but also a way to legitimately criticise the federal governments failure to provide such consultations.

He said 15 to 20 locals are hosting these consultations and that it will show the government that regular

Canadians have a different view as to what constitutes fair copyright usage than big corporations.

Chevrier asked if there were more specific progress reports available.

National Executive Representative Melanee Thomas indicated that local campuses implement campaigns,

and that as coordinators, the at-large positions on the executive seek feedback and direction from member

locals.

Local 19 delegate Meghan Gallant said that it is difficult to measure campaigns as its not always clear if we

have won something. She also said that it depends on what each of us think the goals are.

Campaigns and Government Relations Officer Ian Boyko said this type of feedback is good from a first-time

delegate such as Chevrier, as it may indicate the information we are giving is not as clear as it could be. He

further said break-out groups are used to get feedback and develop future campaign direction. Boyko cited

the copyright as a good example of where we have gotten good feedback from the public regarding their

problems with the proposed new legislation. We have used that to decide how to move ahead.

G. Cox added that the Caucus executives integrate the status of the Caucus campaigns in the report and

include them in the discussion during panels, reports and round-tables to ensure that when we get to break

out groups, we can deliberate on what needs to be done with respect to these campaigns. as well as the

most effective way to implement our decisions.

Kaats asked where the campaign kits asked for at the November meeting were.

G. Cox indicated that all the materials requested for the campaigns development at a local level were

prepared.

Kaats said that he thought the spirit of the purpose of campaign kits was lost.

10. REVIEW OF FEDERATION SERVICES

a. Presentation of Federation Services

Communications Officer Ben Lewis gave an overview of Federation services that are of particular use to

graduate student locals.
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b. Questions on Services

Kaats asked if Morneau Sobeco was the broker that is used exclusively across the country for the National
Student Health Network.

Lewis said that the aforementioned broker is not universally used across the National Student Health
Network, as the goal is to get members the best plan at the lowest rate. Lewis indicated that the plans that
make the best offer to locals are favoured. He then indicated that the National Student Health Network
exclusively uses not-for profit organizations and brokers.

Kaats asked ii, as an insurance provider, Greenshield ever was denied a contract, and if Morton Sobeco had
a disproportionately high success rate of using Greenshield as their underwriter across the board.

Lewis indicated that he could not speak to the details as he did not have that information on hand.

Regnier said there were locals on the National Student Health Network who have not used Greenshield.

Local 110 delegate Brice Mulligan asked how many people used Ufile.ca, and how much the Federation paid
depended on usage.

Lewis said that the Federation receives the usage information, but that that information was not included in
the particular report he had on hand. He indicated he did not think the fee depended on usage.

Local 78 delegate Leslie Vaage asked if there was a manual or how to” guide for the website template.

Lewis said that there was not at the moment, as the website template has recently been altered based on
member feedback to make it more user-friendly. He indicated work was progressing on providing a forum for
user support so other locals can share information with each other about the service.

2009/02:06 MOTION
Local 94/Local 27

Be it resolved that the report of the National Graduate Caucus Executive be accepted.
CARRI ED

11. REPORTS FROM WORKING GROUPS

a. Federal Budget Campaign

Boyko reported back from the federal budget campaigns working groups.

The first session highlighted the big picture linkages between the forces that drive commercialization and the
recent policy shift from the federal government to make funding business-related degrees a priority. One
idea on how to express the problems with the policy shift in a campaign was to identify who in the Harper
cabinet had a social science and humanities background. Advertising in digital media was considered given
the falling cost due to the economic downturn.

Both the first and second group suggested highlighting MP Niki Ashton’s petition, tapping coalition partners,
increasing materials translation to other languages to reach out to international students, and motions from
Senates condemning the budget move. A Day of Action, or several variations of a Day of Action, were
considered to draw attention to the issue. The groups were sensitive to the need for short and long term
strategies. The idea of a social science fair during orientation week was raised. A fax-off to local MPs and
ministers was also considered. The groups thought that identifying local Cabinet Mnisters and prominent
alumni with social sciences and humanities backgrounds as individuals might help spark local campaigns,
as well as trying to find scientists who might step up and engage on this issue. YouTube videos highlighting
social science and humanities research (by graduate students) that demonstrates the interesting and
relevant ways this research affects society was also flagged as a potential campaign tool.

Thomas added that campaign materials highlighting the disproportionate effects of the budget measure on
constituency groups such as women were also discussed.

b. Copyright

Lewis reported back for the copyright campaign breakout group.
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The groups focused on tracing the history and background of the copyright regime in Canada Local-by-local

round-tables focused on campaign implementations. plans for consultations, and film screenings. Some

activities that locals were engaged in included panels, forums. evening of copyright with dinner, week-long

activities around copynght, and some work with coalition partners. Giving presentations was also considered.

Themes that came up include seeking feedback from graduate students on the use of materials in the

classroom: teachers and how they can or cannot use resources, intellectual property and academic codes,

plagiarism, impacts of copyright on students. Discussion on the next steps for the campaign included

preparation of a document on legislation updates, updated posters, librarians as pirates, and looking for

other cases like Chris Radziminski where the federation might pursue defending students penalized for

copyright issues to draw public attention to this issue.

c. Post-Residency Fees

Ontario Researcher James Beaton reported back for the Post-Residency Fees Campaign work-groups.

The groups focused on how to centralize available research and data. Systematic information on the history

and current state of post-residency fees is needed locally to counter administration’s arguments; there was

an awareness of difficulties associated with this, but the group felt that pressing Stats Canada, the Tn-

councils and universities may yield results. The possibility of getting the information collected for program

reviews/accreditation which happens every few years for every program was also thought to be potentially

fruitful.

There was a discussion about the concept of the library card and improving posters, or making videos with

graduate students talking about their university library cards that cost them $5000 or more. The group talked

about framing the conversation in economic terms, highlighting that universities invest into graduate students

initially but then fail them in later years.

d. Whistleblower/Commercialisation

Thomas reported back from the Whistleblowen/Commercialisation Campaigns work-groups.

Locals were at various stages of implementation of these campaigns. The role of student advisers and

ombudspersons and their degree of use in helping and defending students who sought to blow the whistle on

research misconduct was discussed, as well as the possibility of getting information about individual student

cases from them. New concepts for posters as campus organizing tools were highlighted, as well as the

necessity for seeking out provincial and national legislation. Joining the Canadian Research Integrity

Committee (CRIC) was generally supported. Designing a kit using McGill’s safe disclosure policy and

research to help locals pressure their university’s administration to develop policies was mentioned, though it

was thought to be unwieldy given the unique nature of governing policies at universities in Canada. The

Intellectual Property Scorecard was seen instead as a good tool to establish national patterns, and the

groups thought it could be used as an internal advocacy and a public relations tool. Also suggested was the

need to find alternative approaches to fund research than commercial funding and publicise those alternative

funding mechanisms,

Boyko then highlighted that the Caucus has five major campaigns. He said that he thought that the Caucus

has a fairly well developed campaign for copyright with film screenings and consultations. Boyko said that

the Caucus could focus on any additional steps required for the spring for that campaign. He said the

whistleblower campaign has not been completed as locals have not finished collecting information for t
he IP

Scorecard and asked what new ideas could be used to rejuvenate the scorecards.

With respect to the federal budget, Boyko indicated that the Federation testified to parliamentary committes
s

and sent out press releases in the short term, and asked about ideas for plans for the medium/long ter
m on

this issue. With respect to post-resident fees, Boyko reiterated that the caucus has pledge forms and posters,

and asked what else the locals wanted or required to implement the campaign.

G. Cox indicated that the rest of Caucus business for the session could focus on the campaigns we have

going, as there will be time tomorrow for new campaign ideas.

Chevnier said that the idea that choosing priorities of campaigns might be a good idea, so we can focus and

direct our efforts in a better manner. He suggested a three-pronged approach with top priorities with a full

action plan, a few reactionary and preparation campaigns in the middle and then reactionary campaigns at
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the bottom. He said that this could be better than throwing six campaigns at locals and having none of them
work.

Kaats sad that at the CFS-Ontario skills conference, he learned the idea of goal setting. with tactics and
strategies and prioritizing. He said he would like to come out of this meeting where we could write a letter to
the federal government and to the minister of finance with a few key points that we could all sign with a
credible threat of mobilization if we dont get a response. and highlighted SSHRC funding as an example.

Gallant said it was worth keeping scheduling issues in mind, The federal budget is definitely a priority right
now as it is on the table. As well, locals are already scheduling film screenings and working on campaigns.
Gallant indicated that it is up to locals to prioritise other on-going campaigns. The letters the Caucus
executive wrote to the minister of finance and other government members could be tweeked and used
locally.

Local 94 delegate Federico Carvajal said we only meet a few times a year and don’t quite have the time to
develop every aspect of campaigns at these meeting. There are more obvious campaigns like SSHRC and
the budget right now, while others need to just keep moving along because we don’t know when they will
become a major priority like copyright. It also takes time to collect data and do research. Carvajal said we
need to pick topics that we can get that information and then move on it and figure out how to use it at the
next meeting. The campaigns we do have are the ones we agree on and have chosen collectively.

2009102:07 MOTION
Local 94/Local 79

Be it resolved that a committee be struck of representative from locals 79, 94, 84 and other
interested delegates, with the assistance of the Executive. to draft a letter expressing the Caucus
opposition to the Tn-council cuts in the latest federal budget;

Be it further resolved that locals be encouraged to add their signatures to the letter.

Kaats motivated for this letter to be sent to the Minister with the weight added by the names of interested
delegates.

G. Cox said that the Executive had drafted a letter previously, addressed to the Minister of Finance, by the
NGC as a template that could be used for the new letter.

Local 96 delegate Andy Bonar indicated that the letter needed to be short and sweet.

CARRIED

Local 84 delegate Phillip Steiner added that locals should prioritise campaigns, and that SSHRC is an
immediate priOrity. Locals could produce VouTube spots to raise awareness.

Kaats suggested the NGC get ahead of the curve on copyright by demanding immediate public consultations
held by the government.

2009/02:08 MOTION

Local 96/Local 27

Be it resolved that discussion be limited to the federal budget and SSHRC.

CARRIED

2009/02:09 MOTION

Local 94/Local 84

Be it resolved that the NGC executive explore the possibility of using national media ads in the

federal budget cuts campaign and use them if deemed feasible.

Steiner motivated for the motion, asking to explore if this is feasible. If so, and if we have budgets for it. he
thought it would be ideal to pursue some national ads protesting policy shifts in the federal budget.

Kaats asked a point of information: what does within our budget mean? What happens if we do or don’t think
this is feasible?

Boyko indicated an exploration could result in a discussion on the listserv or at the next meeting about costs
after a feasibility study.
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Regnier said we could get financal support from other organizations like the CCR as well as others, or
CAUT. If this route is pursued, Regnier said we should approve coalition members for an ad campaign.

Local 94 delegate Gaétan Beaulière asked if the ads were deemed feasible, how would we determine the
content of the ads?

Steiner said that cheap is still expensive and we will have to look at various options. Resources and time will
matter. We won’t have time to design all of this, but the working groups should have given us some good
ideas. The motion should remain open and be flexible.

Kaats said he wanted to give the exec a mandate to do it if they think it’s feasible. He thought we should
amend the motion to let them run with it if it’s feasible.

Sonar said that, financially the Caucus appears to be under-budget, and there is a pressing issue, and
advertising on TV will get us a broad audience.

Chevrier said that newspaper ads are too expensive, and do not provide enough coverage. Instead, he
suggested the Hour and YouTube videos, but YouTube videos have to be awesome else no one would watch
them.

Mulligan asked what was meant by feasibility? He said the definition remained unclear.

2009/02:10 MOTION TO END DEBATE
Local 94/27

Be it resolved that the question be called.

CARRIED

2009/02:09 CARRIED

2009/02:11 MOTION
Local 19/96

Be it resolved that members locals be encouraged to pass motions at their local Board of
Governors and Senates opposing the cuts to the Tn-council funding and opposing the direction of
SSHRC Canada Graduate Scholarships to business-related degrees.

Be it further resolved that member locals be encouraged to collect letters from their members to
send to the minister of Finance.

Gallant motivated that all agreed local mobilization is key and getting these letters would be a great step in
getting the university and faculty engaged as well, This will help us bring everyone together.

Thomas encouraged locals to keep the NGC updated about any actions taken locally.

Local 27 delegate Mark Rosner said he liked the spirit of the motion and knew that, at Queens, faculty has
been paying attention to this issue and there is definitely room for movement at the local level.

2009/02:12 MOTION TO AMEND
Local 27/94

Be it resolved that locals be encouraged to communicate all actions listed above to the Caucus
listserv and the Caucus executive.

CARRIED

2009/02:13 MOTION TO AMEND
Local 94/110

Be it resolved that “And local member councils” be added to the second line of Motion
2009/02:11.

Mulligan motivated that getting our local councils involved is really important before taking things to
administrations.

Beaulière said it would also be good for a letter writing campaign to the federal government to let them know
our local councils have passed these motions.

CARRIED
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2009102:14 MOTION TO END DEBATE
Local 94/ Local 79

Be it resolved that the question be called.

CARRIED

2009102:11 CARRIED AS AMENDED

2009/02:15 MOTION
Local 94/ Local 79

Be it resolved member locals be encouraged to submit information on lP policies and
whistleblower protection policies to the NGC executive;

Be it further resolved that the executive follow up with each of the locals if they have not submitted
information on this issue in the next two months.

Kaats said that the IP Scorecard has been on the table and locals have not done their share and taken
responsibility to give data. He elaborated that the executive needs this data from the locals to help design
effective campaigns for locals to implement. He also stated that Local 79 had already passed in their
information.

Rosner stated that executive turnover may make it difficult for locals to gather the information and turn it in.
He said that the information required can be hard to find and takes time to collect. He suggested that a
listserv discussion about how to do this well would be good.

2009/02:16 MOTION TO AMEND
Local 83/Local 79

Be it resolved that the information obtained by member locals be published online as well as other
possible outlets.

Chevrier stated that publishing this information might help put pressure on universities to make IP and other
information more readily available.

CARRIED

Kaats said that to get the data, it did take a long time to comb through university policies, and that they still
needed to request some of the information from administrators.

Regnier said that the University’s Technology transfer offices should have a chunk of this information, She
said Local 19 got much of their information from there.

Boyko said that James Beaton compiled an email or a file with all the different places to collect this
information and locals struggling to find their university policies could ask James for the best places to look.

Kaats said that the technology transfer office and Research Grants office is the other place this info might be
found.

2009/02:15 CARRIED AS AMENDED

2009/02:17 MOTION
Local 94/Local 96

Be it resolved that the discussion move on to the Post-Residency Fees Campaign.

CARRIED

Boyko stated that there had been a redesign of this campaign and that the Caucus executive can now
produce tailored posters and pledge forms. He said that locals need only contact the Caucus Executive to get
them.

2009l02:18 MOTION

Local 94/Local 27

Be it resolved that locals be encouraged to record videos of members regarding post-residency
fees at their University and submit these to the Caucus Executive.
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Carvajal said this campaign seems to be a struggle at different places and the proposal of the library card
testimonials on video seems like a great idea. He said that the Caucus might need some help from the
executive and try to standardize these videos and share them

Local 24 delegate Lindell Musselman said YouTube.com is pretty easy to use, you can use a laptop and
record something yourself and put in On-Line. She said that the Caucus could create an account and share
it.

Steiner said that there is a difference between YouTube and an ad campaign. He said that YouTube has
content that is uninteresting and that is ignored all the time. Partnering up with local media folks could be a
great way to produce high quality stuff.

Musselman said that locals could find someone to rip things and paying an artist fee to compile everyone’s
together.

Kaats said this it was unlikely to happen at Local 79 unless he does it. He said this was not going to happen.

Bonar said some locals do not need to do this. He said he understood that the motion only says to
encourage, but suggested that it may be more of a provincial matter. The locals who wish to can work
together to do this.

Carvajal said it was a motion to encourage and if any local does it and makes it available to the rest of us,
then it would be great to share this with others.

Regnier said that this seems to be a bit of discussion about a centralized plan for videos, or locals making a
grassroots video that maybe can be compiled. She said that she thought encouraging people to use the
internet and local skills was a great thing.

Boyko said that if delegates thought this was a horrible idea and will waste the NGC executives’ time, then
delegates should not vote for it, but if you think its a good idea, but maybe does it not appeal to you, then
maybe voting for it so people can share might not be a bad idea.

Chevrier said this is basically a bad idea for his local because he did not want to show his members this
campaign. He said members at Local 83 pay little tuition and did not want to hear about lowering tuition or
post-residency fees elsewhere. He felt he could not share such information with his members.

Kaats said that the Caucus should not have to pick this fight as it might not work in our favour.

2009/02:19 MOTION TO END DEBATE
Local 94/Local 110

Be it resolved that the question be called.

CARRIED

2009/02:18 CARRIED

Local 79 delegate Adrian Kaats asked for his abstention to be noted.

Steiner said that the delegates may want to pay attention to first time speakers on the list. It seems like

maybe we might be ignoring people. He said that while individual member locals do have different issues, he
knew in Quebec that the reason there were post-residency fees because a very strong powerful student

movement fought for them, not because the university administration gave those fees to member locals.

Bonar sated that his administration may pick up Caucus materials and use them against us.

2009/02:20 MOTION
Local 79/Local 48

Be it resolved that locals be requested to send in information to the Caucus executive detailing the

history of post-residency fees at their institution.

Kaats said that there is much discussion around people not remembering the past and thus collecting this

data could be very useful for this campaign.

Mulligan spoke in favour of the motion, and said he was in favour of getting this information.
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Boyko said tne Caucus used to have a fact sheet on post-res dency fees that could be updated to help locals
out.

2009/02:21 MOTION TO AMEND
Local 110/Local 62

Be it resolved that the information be compiled into a fact sheet for distribution to locals to aid in
lobbying to reinstate or maintain post-residency fees.

CARRIED

2009/02:20 CARRIED AS AMENDED

2009/02:22 MOTION TO RECESS
Local 32/Local 96

Be it resolved that the Caucus recess until Sunday, March 1.

CARRIED

18:00 the Caucus recessed.

9:40 National Graduate Caucus Chairperson Graham Cox called the meeting to order

Kaats said that he wanted to develop a letter on copyright legislation. He said he was not sure who to send it
to but he had a template that delegates can fill-in and then send it off like we did for the letter on funding
cuts.

Lewis said that we could send it to several ministers. He said that he thought a more comprehensive letter
including what we would like to see implemented would be better.

Boyko said that unlike the funding cuts letter, we do not have a letter that has been carefully crafted and
suggested that writing by committee would be difficult.

Kaats said that the Caucus should request open and public consultations and that it does not need to be
more than that and does not have to address our positions or be comprehensive.

Mulligan said that maybe Local 79 should write a letter and then bring a motion forward so that we could
discuss it.

Steiner said that procedurally there may be a way to print these letters up, but wondered about if we could
not print them at the meeting.

Lewis said that the Caucus can serve notice to the government about this issue without a letter with
signatures.

2009/02:23 MOTION
Local 79/Local 83

Be it resolved that the Caucus draft a letter demanding open and public consultations across the
country regarding copyright and its legislation.

Be it further resolved that the letter be sent to the ministries of Industry, Heritage and Official

Languages.

Be if further resolved that the letter be signed by all members in attendance at this meeting.

Chevrier said that it should not be a two-line letter, it should be properly researched and go to the
government with a full package.

Rosner said that asking for public consultations was good, but suggested that the Caucus be more specific
about our goals and include details of why we are calling for consultations. He said that it should not just be
a letter, but it should be an effective letter.

Gallant said that the Federation was doing its own consultations and suggested that it would make more
sense for the Caucus to wait until after those finished.

Kaats said that the Federation presented a letter before and that it was somewhere in the campaigns section.
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Lewis said that there was a statement on copyright and t has been circulated and thstributed to some
strategic Members of Parliament

Kaats sad that the Caucus had already developed this and that wribng long lists of demands is not as
effective as just a two-line letter where we make a simple demand.

Chevrier said that the point was to go on the offensive and to take some first nibatives, but suggested that
there should still be more information in the letter and the demands should be about education. He said that
the Caucus should be specific.

Local 78 delegate Lesley Vaage said that she did not think that we were on the defensive, and that we were
on the offensive, but suggested that crafting a good, well thought-out letter was important. She said that
Local 78 had passed a motion on this issue but that not every local may have and that they might want to
check with their membership about this.

2009102:24 MOTION TO REFER
Local 19/Local 84

Be it resolved that this motion be referred to the Caucus Executive.

CARRIED

12. ELECTION

Lewis announced that ballots would be distributed for the positions of Caucus Chairperson and Deputy
Chairperson and collected as the meeting continued.

2009/02:25 MOTION TO AMEND MOTION 2009/02:07
Local 32/Local 100

Be it resolved that motion be amended so that the NGC letter in the delegation package,
addressed to the Finance Minister, be used instead of the letter presented.

Local 32 delegate Will Dechert asked who wrote the letter being presented now at the meeting.

Kaats said that he, Gaétan Beaulière from Local 94, and Philip Steiner wrote the letter that was being

projected. The letter in the binder was written by the Caucus executive.

Chevrier said there should be some research in the letter on the screen.

Mulligan said since someone wrote this new letter, the Caucus should send it instead of just dismissing the

work done.

Kaats said the reason for re-arranging the NGC letter is because it is not a template letter, it’s a different

letter and it is visually different. This will make it stand out. He said he changed very few things and made it

more strongly worded so it is targeted to the Canada Graduate Scholarships.

Jalbert said she preferred the language from the letter in the package as it is not as aggressive as the new

letter.

Rosner said he agreed with Jalbert, and did not think making harsh demands was a good idea. He said that

the Caucus should be engaging and respectful in our tone and conversation because it is more strategic.

Having many of the same letters is a good idea and drives home the idea of our commitment to the issue.

Local 62 delegate Meghan Nicholson said that the wording on the screen was a little harsh. but also said she

could see the point in having a letter signed today. Walking away with something tangible could be good as

well as having a ramped-up letter showing we are stepping this up a bit.

Jalbert said that she felt the Caucus was projecting an image and we should be careful about projecting an

aggressive image.

Kaats said that maybe taking out the word “demand” is a good idea because it is aggressive, but said he did

think it was a good idea to use different letters.

Dechert said the discussion was going in circles, one letter has numbers in it and one doesn’t, maybe we

should merge the two or something. He suggested a 20 minute caucus and coming to a consensus.
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Chevrier said he agreed and asked f the previous letter had been sent to the government.

Boyko said that the letter included in the package had only been sent only over the members listserv and
was intended as a template resource for locals to use.

2009/02:25 DEFEATED

2009102:26 MOTION TO AMEND

Local 79/Local 83

Be it resolved that the word demand’ be replaced with request’.

CARRIED

Regnier said that she was getting the sense that people were not really focused on editing on the floor and
suggested a recess.

Steiner asked if the Caucus can find an alternative process for editing.

Kaats said he would be happy to fix this letter for 15 minutes in an ad hoc meeting.

2009/02:27 MOTION TO RECESS
Local 79/Local 32

Be it resolved that the Caucus recess for 15 minutes.

CARRIED

11:10 G. Cox called the meeting back to order.

Lewis said that Local 62 delegate Meghan Nicholson had been elected Caucus Chairperson and that Local
94 delegate Gaétan Beaulière had been elected Caucus Deputy Chairperson.

2009/02:28 MOTION
Local 79/Local 110

Be it resolved that Meghan Nicholson be ratified as the Chairperson of the National Graduate
Caucus for the 2009-2010 term.

CARRIED

2009/02:29 MOTION
Local 3/Local 48

Be it resolved that Gaétan Beaulière (Local 94) be ratified as Deputy Chairperson of the National
Graduate Caucus for the 2009/2010 term.

CARRIED

2009/02:30 MOTION

Local 32/Local 27

Be it resolved that the ballots be destroyed.

CARRIED

Lewis reminded the delegates that he was dealing with reimbursements in the back of the room for incidental
travel expenses and that an info sheet passed around for everyone to write their email addresses, name and
local number for the letter.

2009/02:31 MOTION TO END DEBATE
Local 3/Local 48

Be it resolved that the question be called on Motion 2009/02:25.

CARRIED

2009102:07 CARRIED AS AMENDED

Local 27 delegate Mark Rosner said he would like to know which locals deal with travel grants. He said that
this was probably a good question for the listserv. but he would like to know how other locals deal with this
issue,

Steiner said that they do this at York University and could give Rosner some info on this issue.

G. Cox said that the Caucus will move onto the discussion of new business.
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Local 19 Delegate Michelle St-Amour said that she read over the minutes from November and saw a
discussion about bike co-ops. She said that Local 19 does have this information and could provide it to
anyone who might be interested in it.

2009/02:32 MOTION
Local 83/Local 79

Be it resolved that the Caucus’ listserv be unmoderated.

Chevrier said that the listserv should be unmoderated, but he said that we do not want spammers. He said
all locals should be allowed on it.

Rosner asked how the current system works.

Boyko said all Federation listservs are monitored by Lewis and himself to clear out spam. He said that there
was moderation for inappropriate language.

Thomas asked if there had been past instances where emails have not been sent out, as it was her
impression that all posts to the listserv by members had gone through to the list.

Boyko said that there was an on-going debate on that issue.

Kaats said that he did not think listservs should be censored.

Gallant said that there is not any issue with the way the listserv is currently used and in her experience the
biggest problem is that people do not use it enough. Frequently people make simple mistakes and having it
moderated keeps people from being embarrassed.

Chevrier said he thought it was a problem now and that it could be a problem in the future.

Jalbert said that back and forth conversations with strong language can be unproductive; she said that
maybe a message board is a better idea than an unmoderated listserv.

Kaats said a message board, un-moderated, was a great idea. He said that this was not the norm for
organizations like this.

Regnier said that people do not use the listserv enough, and the point was not about censorship.

Steiner said he could see what the point of both sides, but that he personally loathes un-moderated listservs
because there is too much back and forth. He suggested that maybe having a second list would not be a bad
idea, but said he was not sure why we need both.

Kaats said he would like the caucus to focus on what Chevrier said about there being time and efficiency
issue as well, He said he sent out an email a few days before the meeting and it was not sent out until this

day. He said it is about time, and efficiency, and a sign of a healthy democracy to have an unmoderated
listserv.

Local 67 delegate Neil Cole said that moderation is valuable as it stands. He said it is not about censorship

and its about making sure emails are not spam and include information on what needs to be included.,

Local 96 delegate Aaron Glenn said that his local would like to be added to the listserv, and it would be good

if more than one person was on the listserv. He suggested that a wiki or a message board that someone

monitors might be good.

Lewis said that the people that moderate the listserv are very accessible by phone, and any one can call

them if there is something that is pressing and that it should go out that day. He also said that they were

circulating an info sheet to get the emails of local reps to put on the listserv, but people change email
addresses, others flag them for spam, there are many technical reasons for some of the difficulties and we

do our best to keep it up-to-date.

Steiner noted that an un-moderated list is not the same as a public list.

2009102:32 DEFEATED

2009102:33 MOTION
Local 79/Local 83
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Be it resolved that a public. open, thread-based message board be set up and maintained by the
National Graduate Caucus on the Federation’s website, and one of the Caucus Executives be
responsible for its basic maintenance.

Kaats said that the motivation for this motion we that he thought the caucus should find a way to
communicate with each other on a regular basis.

Chevrier said that he could see why others might not want more emails. but this was important for
democracy.

Jalbert said that a completely open, public forum on the website did not sound like a good idea. She asked
why the Caucus would want the forum to be public if the point was for graduate students to communicate
with each other.

Steiner said that he could set up a public blog to do this, suggested that the public part would invite all kinds
of ridiculous people posting, attacking, stalking and so on.

Rosner said that the Caucus could make better use of the Executive’s time than setting up another listserv.
He said that we can talk amongst ourselves of how to do this if delegates want to communicate more.

Kaats said that it was easy to set up a message board. He said that it could be done so that the public can
see it, but not write on it. He said that this would show there are not problems with dissent in the organization
and would safeguard democracy.

2009102:34 MOTION TO TABLE
Local 19/Local 27
Be it resolved that this motion be tabled until the next meeting.

Gallant said that she had not had a chance to read the motions being presented and did not understand the
intent of the points being made in favour of the motion. She said that she would like to think about this with
others at her local. She said that the meeting was running out of time for such a discussion. She also said
that the Caucus had forums online in the past and they ended up overridden with lewd content, spam, and it
was not used by the members or the locals, In the end, the forum had to be taken down. It seems like more
notice, time, and thought would be both good and required for such a motion.

Kaats said that he was strongly opposed to the motion to table. He said it was a simple motion and should
be dealt with now. He said he did not know what problem was of having this message board, and there are
ways we can get around the spam issue.

Bonar said that the Caucus should accept this motion because we were asked to do it, since our member
asked us to do it, He said he did not understand why the public should not have access to such a message
board, and if a problem arises then we deal with it then.

Chevrier said the motivation is that others would have access to it.

Gallant said that it was not at all clear to how this was supposed to work.

A. Cox said that she did not understand how a message board would work either.

Steiner said that there were a million ways to set the system up.

Regnier said that there were obviously many technical issues here, but asked what the point is of the
message board was. She suggested that if people are serious about bringing important motions, then others
need to respect the right of everyone to consider these motions at their locals as well.

2009/02:35 MOTION TO END DEBATE
Local 100/Local 3
Be it resolved that the question be called on Motion 2009/02:34.

CARRIED

2009/02:34 CARRIED

Motion 2009/02:33 was tabled until the May meeting of the Caucus.
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Boyko said that because of time constraints the Chairperson may want to limit debates to 3 speakers for and

3 against, and prioritise first time speakers.

2009102:36 MOTION

Local 79/Local 83

Be it resolved that the Caucus Executive present a detailed report to the assembly at the May

meeting of Caucus concerning the possible methods for implementing a public. open. thread

based message board hosted by the CFS.

Kaats said that he wanted people who would implement a message board to write a report and tell delegates

the ways one could work.

Chevrier expressed concern that any moderation of the listserv could be considered fascist.

Rosner said this report was a waste of Caucus Executives time. He said interested members should write a

report and locals can decide for themselves if they think the report is good or not.

Jalbert said she was against the motion. She said that her concerns about the message board were not

about democracy, but about technical details and operation.

Gallant spoke against the motion. She said that she was offended by being called a fascist and did not

understand why those who think it is so easy to do would not come up with a background and a report and

share this information with the rest of the Caucus.

Kaats spoke in favour. He said he disagreed with everything that is being said and wanted it on the record

that this is going to be addressed and a report be presented. He said he wanted something to happen in the

meantime and that the people who are going to operate it take responsibility for it. He said it was not a waste

of time and it is about democracy and freedom.

2009102:36 DEFEATED

Beaulière said that it was worth having a conversation over the listserv about this idea and suggested that

Kaats could start this conversation and keep it going.

2009/02:37 MOTION

Local 79/Local 83

Be it resolved that locals receive no later than one calendar week before any meeting of the NGC

all meeting materials including a detailed agenda and brief description of each item on the

agenda;

Be it further resolved that a call for agenda items from member locals be made over the NGC

listserv at least one month before any NGC meeting, and then again one calendar week after that.

Be it further resolved that no materials including agenda items shall be accepted for inclusion with

the materials described in the first resolution of this motion after the date two weeks before the

beginning of the meeting in question.

Local 78 delegate Kim Wucher said that the motion sounded like it was trying to change the bylaws and

suggested that it was out of order.

G.Cox said at first glance it did not seem out of order, but that sentiment could be challenged.

Kaats said that the motion did not change emergency motions: it only gives delegates an opportunity to get

things in advance.

Bonar stated he was in favour of the motion. He said that a similar motion was recently passed at his local

and thought it makes sense to give delegates time to think and talk before coming to the meeting. He also

said technology gives the Caucus this new opportunity to improve past practice.

Nicholson said she was against the motion. She said the motion does say that nothing can be added to the

agenda two weeks before the meeting. She also did not see what needed to be changed in current practice

and thought that the motion would be overly restrictive.
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Misener said he was against the motion He said that it did not seem very feasible and while sending some
items over email in PDF could be useful, he did not think sending out everything in the binders before hand
was.

Local 21 delegate Mohamed Sorour said he was in favour of the motion. He said that Local 21 only got
notice in the beginning of February and did not really know what was going on and need some extra
information in advance.

Wucher said that she was sure that the motion was out of order.

G Cox paused the debate to investigate whether the motion was in order. After consideration, he said there
was one part of this motion would change Standing Resolution 19. Standing Resolutions can only be
modified at Federation General Meetings; as such, G. Cox ruled Motion 2009/02:37 out of order.

Kaats said he would like to challenge the Chairpersons ruling.

2009102:38 MOTION TO SUSTAIN THE RULING OF THE CHAIR
Local 79/Local 83

Be it resolved that the ruling of the chair be sustained.

Kaats said that he thought the effect of the motion depended on how the motion was read.

Boyko said that the Caucus was not following any procedure here and the Chair has been challenged, so
procedure needed to be properly followed.

Boyko moderated the challenging of the chair. He said that the mover of the challenge had time to make his
point, then G. Cox would be able to make his point, and then the Caucus would proceed to a vote with no
further debate as per Robert’s Rules of Order.

Kaats said Standing Resolution 19 could be interpreted to be only talking about proposed agendas. He said
that Local 79’s motion was not in contravention of this,

G. Cox said that all agendas that come to the meeting are only proposed or draft agendas until the member
local delegates arrive at the meeting and accept the agenda.

2009102:38 CARRIED

Motion 2009/02:37 was ruled out of order.

Gallant asked how many more motions were left and where the Caucus was on the agenda.

G.Cox indicated that Local 79 had requested to move a few more motions asked the delegate from Local 79
to read them out,

2009/02:39 MOTION
Local 79/Local 83

Be it resolved that minutes from any meeting of the Caucus be clearly marked as unapproved and
communicated to member locals no later than one calendar week after the adjournment of the
meeting.

Kaats said that delegates needed the minutes soon after the meeting so they could follow up with the
business discussed at the meeting.

Woucher said that the motion seemed to be a policy or bylaw, and should not be moved at this meeting.

Mulligan asked how one would modify Standing Resolutions.

0. Cox said they get served at the General Meetings held in November or May with notice, and are voted on
at plenary by all voting members of the Federation.

Rosner said he was against the motion. He said these motions were procedures. He said that he kept a
common notebook with him so he could take notes throughout the meeting about what he would like to do
and what he did not want to carry out at his local. He said that the Caucus was a local-driven organization
and that it was up to locals to do their jobs and take responsibilities.
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Chevrier said that this was about helping the process and facilitating democracy, He said if everything s

about the local then what was the point in being at the meebng? He said that if the Caucus was supposed to

develop national platforms then it needed to be structured better to do this job.

2009/02:40 MOTION TO END DEBATE

Local 100/Local 32

Be it resolved that the question be called.

CARRIED

2009/02:39 DEFEATED

2009102:41 MOTION TO ADJOURN

Local 100/Local 32

Be t resolved that the meeting be adjourned.

CARRIED

13:27 the meeting adjourned.



Letter To National Revenue Minister

January 27, 2009

The Honourable Jean-Pierre Blackburn, PC, MP
Canada Revenue Agency
555 MacKenzie Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0L5

Re: Post-Doctoral Fellow Award Taxation

Dear Minister;

The National Graduate Caucus of the Canadian Federation of Students, representing
over 60 000 graduate students, is concerned about the recent decision taken by the
Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) to regard all post-doctoral fellow income as taxable.

Previously, the categorization of post-doctoral fellow income as taxable was a
decision made at the provincial or institutional level. A basic review of the current
status of university policies and practices relating to post-doctoral fellows and their
status as students, trainees or employees indicates that there is little consistency
among them. A number of universities administratively categorize their post-doctoral
fellows as both students and employees.

The CRA’s decision to uniformly impose a new status on all post-doctoral fellow
incomes is extremely problematic. Most post-doctoral fellow incomes are limited and
post-doctoral fellows need the non-taxable status to pay for basic necessities. Post
doctoral fellows who did not anticipate paying federal taxes on their income this
year, primarily located in the province of Quebec, remain in limbo due to conflicting
information from the CRA and institutional administrations. For post-doctoral fellows,
many of whom do not receive significant awards, this lack of clarity regarding their
tax situation is stressful and untenable.

The National Graduate Caucus respectfully requests that the CRA delay the
enactment of its decision to regard all post-doctoral fellow income as taxable until
appropriate public consultations can taken regarding the implications of this decision
on individual post-doctoral fellows. Such a postponement would also allow
institutions the appropriate time to clarify their own policies, as well as avoiding
conflicts with several provincial labour boards currently evaluating the employment
status of post-doctoral fellows. Perhaps most importantly, such a delay would allow
for consultations and action to be taken to ensure post-doctoral fellows, many of
whom have young families, do not suffer a significant blow to their already small
incomes.

In this regard, we also welcome the opportunity to meet with you to discuss this
important matter.

Yours sincerely,

Graham H. Cox
Chairperson

National Graduate Caucus



April 16. 2009

Honourable Tony Clement

Minister of Industry

235 Queen Street

Ottawa. Ontario K1A 0H5

Canada

Honourable James Moore

Minister of Canadian Heritage and Official Languages
15 Eddy Street

Gatineau, Quebec K1A 0M5

Canada

Dear Ministers Clement and Moore.

I am writing you as a representative of the more than sixty-thousand members of the National Graduate Caucus
of the Canadian Federation of Students who have serious concerns about the future of copyright legislation in
Canada.

The unique position of students as creators, owners, and users of copyrighted material means they are particu
larly sensitive to any changes in copyright law. To maintain the standard of innovation Canada’s post-secondary
education system is renowned for, students require the right to access, create and build upon the works of others.

We would like to take this opportunity to call upon the federal government to listen to the will of Canadians by
holding a series of open, public consultations on the future of copyright law in Canada.

Following broad consultations with our own membership, we strongly recommend the following amendments to
the Copyright Act be included in any future legislation:

1. The inclusion of a more flexible and inclusive definition of Fair Dealing in the Copyright Act that enshrines
the Supreme Court’s recognition of the need for a careful balancing of interests between the rights of own
ers and the rights of users. This general approach would mean that complicated exceptions for educational
institutions, such as those included in Bill C-61, would be unnecessary.

2. The regulation of technological protection measures so that they do not infringe upon a user’s privacy
or fair dealing rights. In particular, restrictions should not be placed upon a user’s right to circumvent
technology protection measures for purposes that do not infringe copyright.

3. A “Notice and Notice” provision that would only require Internet service providers to pass on allegations of
infringements to the relevant individuals.

4. The elimination of statutory damages for those who are acting with the good-faith belief that their use of a
work is justified by fair dealing. Because of their punitive nature, the very availability of statutory damages
often acts as a constraint against the use of works for purposes of fair dealing.

5. The elimination of crown copyright. Government work is paid for by the Canadian public, so Canadians
should not have to pay twice to access this work.

Students, as well as the rest of the Canadian public, are served by a Copyright Act that fairly balances the
interests of users, creators. and owners of copyrighted works. It is only with such a balance that a robust
information commons—a place where information and knowledge exist as our shared heritage—can thrive.

Sincerely,

Graham H. Cox

Chairperson

National Graduate Caucus

Canadian Federation of Students
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This report provides an overview of the health of Canadas science. technology and innovation system The report
charts Canada’s progress over time and compares Canadian performarce to the performance of science. technology,
and nnovation leaders around the world. Finally, it identifies areas that deserve our attention if we aspire to position
Canada in the leading group of innovating countries.

Innovation matters. In a globalized world, creating and retaining jobs for Canadians and mproing our living standards
will increasingly be linked to our ability to innovate. Our living standards and quality of life will rise with more energy
efficient cars and airplanes. new treatments for diseases. better access to the Internet, and communication devices
that connect us as communities and to the global economy Our ability to tackle the issues important to Canadians —
whether they be cleaner and more energy efficient use of our resources. or the ability to provide services across vast
distances — will depend on a strong science base and a capacity to innovate.

While Canadas innovation potential is unbounded. there are challenges to face. The current global financial crisis has
hurt our economic performance. particularly in the automotive, forest products. information technology and biotechnology
sectors It is reducing the revenues available to the private sector. universities, colleges and government.

At the same time we face longer-term challenges. Technological frontiers move outward at an accelerating pace. making it
difficult to stay at the leading edge. Global and national challenges. such as climate change, energy consumption and
production, and the costs and implications of an aging population, demand action. New, lower cost. entrants to the
global economy increase competitive pressures on our companies.

The current economic environment has reduced the margin for error and increased the risk and consequences of poor
decisions. In times of economic hardship. research and development (R&D) budgets can be squeezed in companies.
universities, colleges and governments. Ensuring that our decisions and investments result in long-term, sustainable
economic growth. however, remains urgent and vital to our future.

Canada has made progress in the last decade in supporting an innovation system. We now know that if we want to
create jobs and opportunity in a competitive world, science, technology and innovation must be on a national agenda
that focuses support on those who drive our innovation success. Drivers of our innovation success include:

a private sector that has science. technology, and innovation strategies at its core:

institutions of education and research that develop, recruit, and retain strong talent pools: and

researchers who keep us at the forefront of knowledge and workers who see and act on opportunities to work
smarter and more creatively.

We have learned that innovation performance comes from how well these performers do individually and how well
they collaborate with each other. Stimulating innovation requires sustained collaboration and a systemic response
by different individuals and institutions in the innovation system working together. Municipal, provincial and federal
government funding. and policies act as incentives to innovave activity Policies can also promote and ease international
collaboration, strengthening access to the global pool of knowledge and expertise. Companies. institutions and
governments must be strategic and nimble with their science and technology (S&T) investments arid decision-making
to capitalize on emerging technological shifts and new economic and societal opportunities.

Achieving excellence with a defined level of resources requires making choices. On the advice of the STIC. the
Minister of Industry recently announced sub-priorities that will focus resources and support discovery and applied
research and innovation that build on Canada’s competitive advantages. This will lead to accelerated development
of areas of importance to Canada while recognizing that a substantial proportion of funding is dedicated to excellent
basic research.



Assessment and Way Forward

By comparing Canada s performance against other countries, there is much that we can learn about the dynamism
of our economy, and our ability to maximize the economic and social benefits of new research, products, services,
processes and business models We have choices to make and strengths on which we can build There are also areas

where our performance is not among the world’s best This is natural. No country leads in everything. To get to the very

top, we need to know where we are now, understand how we got here, agree and act on where we choose to excel,
and then track our performance relentlessly.

Canada is having difficulty keeping pace with the best innovators. Our benchmarking with others and against our own

performance over time shows a pattern of modest improvement, but the effort has been insufficient to bnng Canada
to the G-7 average, let alone position Canada as an international leader. Canada remains in the middle of the

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) pack of 30 countries and sixth in the GJ in

business R&D as a proportion of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Low overall business R&D and commercialization
in Canada has been a constant feature for 40 years.

There are some distinct Canadian characteristics worth observing. Canada
has one of the most advantageous innovation tax incentives in the world
providing between $3 and $4 billion in the form of the Scientific Research
and Experimental Development (SR&ED) tax credit. Eighty percent of venture
capital (VC) is used in the information, communications and technology
and pharmaceutical industries. Public policy and business realities have
made universities more important centres of R&D than in other countries.

At the same time, we need to emphasize that innovation is more than R&D. Many companies are bringing value to the
market by using knowledge that does not necessarily come from R&D. We have significant limitations in measuring this
type of innovation — that is knowledge gained through learning by doing and using and through collaboration outside
the firm.

There will be profound changes in the North American and global economies in the coming years, reflecting changes
to the industrial structure and the emergence of new economic realities. The best way for Canada to adapt to these
changes, and even excel under these trying circumstances, is to ensure that our economy is flexible, efficient and
dynamic. Shaking off complacency to achieve a more innovative Canadian economy will not only need a dedicated
commitment of resources: it will require providing the right sfimulus and incentives for innovation; fostering a business
culture that sees innovation as a key driver of value; and enhancing the capacity of all elements of our innovation
system to work together to create value for all Canadians.

The STIC examined sets of indicators that measure the performance of individuals, institutions and companies.
Current indicators are not sufficient to the task. For example, we chose not to include a more detailed discussion
of business R&D by sector, as conclusions would have been based on 2002 data, which were the most recent
data available.

We know that innovation activibes that result in new products and processes are reasonably well captured in data
presented, but innovation that results in new business models, business pracrices or market development is not.
This is a result of relatively infrequent surveys of innovation in services, manufacturing and in resourcebased
industries, and often, the difficulty in comparing internabonal results by sector.



We are also limited in understanding the dynamics of collaboration. Our data allow us to count the number of
collaborations by companies or public research institutions, but we know very ittle about the kinds of coiiaboration being
done. We also do not know whch collaborations have been successful and which have not. whether colaborations
differ by industry, or the extent to which these coilaborations ‘nvolve only domesttc companies or are global in nature.
Many of the same challenges exist for international patent data, which is why data on patents have not been included
in this report

Much of the information that we need to analyze the profound
changes in our economy will nave to come through surveys of
innovation plans. activities, linkages and outcomes. Surveys will
need to be carried out with sufficient frequency to illuminate
change. Businesses and governments need to think now about
how official statistics are structured and compiled. They need
information to help them assess the economic and social impacts
of innovation. At the same time information must be collected in
ways that minimize costs to respondents. particularly small and
medium-sized businesses.

Canada has a proud history of scientists who pushed back the frontiers of knowledge to benefit humankind Canadians
have made groundbreaking discoveries and turned scientific discoveries into the products and services that make our
lives better. Just as we prepare our athletes to be the best. we must enable our scientists and entrepreneurs to learn
by working and competing with the best If Canadian research and entrepreneurship are conducted at international levels
of excellence, they will continue to be a source of national pride and prosperity.

To move forward we recommend devoting attention to the following areas:

Talent — developing a highly qualified workforce attuned to innovation opportunities

• Young Canadians are excelling in science, mathematics and reading in comparison to their peers in the OECD,
ranking in the top five in each of these categories. We must keep up with others who are improving their rankings.

In comparison to those in other OECD countries, few Canadian students are completing Masters and Doctoral
programs in areas that drive discovery and innovation. Companies, governments, and universities can encourage
more Canadians to complete advanced degrees by educating students on the range of S&T careers and providing
students with career opportunities in S&T development, application, management and financing.

• Canadians in the workplace who apply and adapt new technologies can drive innovation to new levels. Canada has
not made progress in a decade in increasing the proportion of Canadians with basic literacy and numeracy skills
Governments and employers must champion adult literacy and technology training to address this skills deficit.

Knowledge development and transfer

• In Canada, governments at different levels and the private sector have chosen to build research capacity
at institutions of higher learning. Focusing resources of all sectors on research pnonties, conducting research at
international levels of excellence and better using research facilities at universities and colleges to train students
in state-of-the-art facilities can help improve innovation performance and benefit companies.

Turning R&D excellence into jobs and a better quality of life depends on building strong connections among
customers and suppliers, scientists and managers and managers and teachers, We need to advance the
transfer of knowledge between science and business.



Business Innovation

Canadian companies do not invest as much as their competitors around the world in R&D. We have made little

progress in understanding why these competitors are more likely to see investments in the lab and on the shop

floor as contribung to their business goals This understanding is fundamental to evaluabng the efficacy of polic

instruments to stimulate innovation.

• How Canadian technology companies finance their ventures and the availability of different sources of risk

capital at different stages of business development can have a significant impact on commercialization success.

Business associations and the venture capital industry can assist in the understanding of this area.

Tracking Progress

More resources and greater effort must be devoted within the innovation system to capturing data, which better

explain how individuals, companies and other institutions innovate. This can be done through business R&D and

innovation surveys, sector specific technology surveys and user surveys on information technologies and their

applications. Without the tools to understand how innovation happens. we will be unable to formulate appropriate

strategies for improving innovation performance.

Conclusion

All participants in the innovation system have a role to play in strengthening Canadas innovation

capabilities. In the STlCs view, Canada has strong foundations on which to build, Many Canadians are

leading the way with the support of all levels of government. If we adapt international best practices

for Canada, focus our domestic efforts, maintain a watch on key indicators for success, relentlessly

test the efficacy of our innovation support mechanisms, and act quickly to address areas of weakness

Canada will be able to compete with the best.
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This ilustrates Ihat aher the influence of industrial structure is removed, Canada’s overall BERD ntensity increases
a ‘ittle. but we actually drop n the adjusted OECD BERD intensity rankings. In 2002. using a country soecdic industry
structure (.e. how the OECD normally reports these data) Canada’s BERD ntensty was 1,6 percent — good enough to
rank 12th in the OECD that year Weighing Canada’s BERD expend:tures using an average OECD fldu5f”j structjre
our BERD intensity, according to the Australian governments Productivity Commission, was 1 9 percent, but we
dropped to 13th in the adjusted OECD BERD intensty rankirgs.

The trend in BERD in:ensity is downward since 2002. While total BERD dipoed slightly n 2002 and 2003 from 2301
levels, by 2004 they had recovered to be greater than 2001 levels, and ha’e increased slowly since ther. However.

tne rise in total BERD in Canaaa has not kept pace with GDP growih which is why BERD intensity is down srce 2002.

Percentage of Total Research and Development Performed by Business

It is evident that compared to other OECD countries, business R&D in Canada is a comparatively smaller portion
of total R&D performed by all sources (i.e. the gross expenditure on R&D [GERD]). In 2006 Canada s business
sector performed 55 percent of all R&D compared to: 77 percent in Japan; 70 percent in the U S and Germany’

63 percent in France; and 62 percent in the U.K.

R&D is therefore performed to a much greater degree by the business sector in other countries Since the R&D performed
by business is more likely to be closer to the market (i.e. more development than research) this may have an impact
on Canada’s ability to turn research into new products. services, processes and business models that are sold globally.
Compared to our major competitors, more of our R&D is performed by universities and colleges. Most of this is more
basic research, farther away from being turned into profitable market opportunities and results.

Government Support ofBusiness Research and Development

Governments at different levels in Canada encourage business R&D. Federal and provincial governments provide
assistance through government programs and arm’s-length foundations. The May 2007 Government of Canada S&T

Strategy. Mobilizing Science and Technology to Canadas Advantage. suggested that aligning federal programs and
activities could result in more effective support. The OECD has begun to compare total direct versus indirect support

by government of business R&D for some countries. This work in Figure 8 shows that when direct support is added

to the value of indirect support of business R&D, for the 13 OECD countries for which data are available, Canada has
the richest government support of business R&D, as a percentage of GDP, just edging out the U.S.

D rect government
fund ng of BERD

Costs of fscai
incentives
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Source: OECD. based on national estimates (NESTI R&D tax ‘ncentives questionnaire), some of which may be preliminary.
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The Commission of the European Communities

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community, and in
particular Article 165 thereof

Whereas

(i) The Commission considered it necessary in January 2000 to estab
lish the European Research Area as the linchpin of the Community’s
future action in this field with a view to consolidating and giving struc
ture to a European research policy.

(2) The Lisbon European Council set the Community the objective of
becoming the most competitive and dynamic knowledge economy in
the world by 2010.

() The Council has addressed issues related to the profession and the
careerof researchers within the European Research Area in its Resolution
of io November 2003’ and welcomed in particular the Commission’s
Intention to work towards the development of a European Researcher’s
Charter and a Code ofConduct for the Recruitment ofResearchers.

COM(2000l 6 final of 18.1.2000

JO C 282, p. n, of 25.1’ .2003. Council Resolution of io November 2003 (2003 C 282/01 on
the profession and the career of researchers within the European Research Area).
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(e) The identified potential shortage of researchers , particularly in cer

tain key disciplines, will pose a serious threat to EU’s innovative

strength, knowledge capacity and productivity growth in the near

future and may hamper the attainment of the Lisbon and Barcelona

objectives. Consequently, Europe must dramatically improve its

attractiveness to researchers and strengthen the participation of

women researchers by helping to create the necessary conditions for

more sustainable and appealing careers for them in R&D

() Sufficient and well-developed human resources in R&D are the cor

nerstone of advancement in scientific knowledge, technological

progress, enhancing the quality of life, ensuring the welfare of Euro

pean citizens and contributing to Europe’s competitiveness.

(6) New instruments for the career development of researchers should be
introduced and implemented, thus contributing to the improvement

of career prospects for researchers in Europe.

(y) Enhanced and more visible career prospects also contribute to the

building of a positive public attitude towards the researchers’ pro

fession, and thereby encourage more young people to embark on

careers in research.

(8) The ultimate political goal of this Recommendation is to contribute to

the development of an attractive, open and sustainable European

labour market for researchers, where the framework conditions allow

for recruiting and retaining high quality researchers in environments

conducive to effective performance and productivity.

(;) Member States should endeavour to offer researchers sustainable

career development systems at all career stages, regardless of their

contractual situation and of the chosen R&D career path, and they

• COM (2oo3 226 ftraI and 5EC(2no3) 489 of30.4.2003.

5E (2005) 260.
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should endeavour to ensure that researchers are treated as profes
sionals and as an integral part of the institutions in which they work.

(io) Even though Member States have made considerable efforts to over
come administrative and legal obstacles to geographical and inter
sectoral mobility, many of these obstacles still remain.

(ii) All forms of mobility should be encouraged as part of a comprehen
sive human resource policy in R&D at national, regional and institu
tional level.

(12) The value of all forms of mobility needs to be fully recognised in the
career appraisal and career advancement systems for researchers,
thus guaranteeing that such an experience is conducive to their pro
fessional development.

(13) The development of a consistent career and mobility policy for
researchers to5 and from the European Union should be considered
with regard to the situation in developing countries and regions within
and outside Europe, so that building research capacities within the
European Union does not occur at the expense of less developed
countries or regions.

(14) Funders or employers of researchers in their role as recruiters should
be responsible for providing researchers with open, transparent and
internationally comparable selection and recruitment procedures.

(is) Society should appreciate more fully the responsibilities and the pro
fessionalism that researchers demonstrate in executing theirwork at
different stages of their careers and in their multi-faceted role as
knowledge workers, leaders, project coordinators, managers, super
visors, mentors, career advisors or science communicators.

COM(2004) 178 final of 16.3.2004.
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(16) This Recommendation takes as its premise that employers or hinders
of researchers have an overriding obligation to ensure that they meet
respective national, regional or sectoral legislation requirements.

(17) This Recommendation provides Member States, employers, hinders
and researchers with a valuable instrument to undertake, on a vo
luntary basis, further initiatives for the improvement and consolidation
of researchers’ career prospects in the European Union and for the
creation of an open labour market for researchers.

(18) The general principles and requirements outlined in this Recommen
dation are the fruits of a public consultation process to which the
members of the Steering Group on Human Resources and Mobility
have been fully associated,

Hereby recommends:

That Member States endeavour to undertake the necessary steps to
ensure that employers or hinders of researchers develop and main
tain a supportive research environment and working culture, where
individuals and research groups are valued, encouraged and sup
ported, and provided with the necessary material and intangible sup
port to enable them to fulfil their objectives and tasks. Within this
context, particular priority should be given to the organisation of
working and training conditions in the early stage of the researchers’
careers, as it contributes to the future choices and attractiveness of

a career in R&D.

2. That Member States endeavour to take, wherever necessary, the cru
cial steps to ensure that employers or hinders of researchers improve
the recruitment methods and career evaluation/appraisal systems in
order to create a more transparent, open, equal and internationally

accepted system of recruitment and career development as a pre
requisite for a genuine European labour market for researchers.

.
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3. That Member States - as they formulate and adopt their strategies
and systems for developing sustainable careers for researchers - take
duly into account and are guided by the general principles and
requirements, referred to as The European Charter for Researchers
and the Code ofConduct for the Recruitment of Researchers outlined
in the Annex.

4. That Member States endeavour to transpose these general principles
and requirements within their area of responsibility into national re
gulatory frameworks or sectoral and/or institutional standards and
guidelines (charters and/or codes for researchers). In so doing they
should take into account the great diversity of the laws, regulations
and practices which, in different countries and in different sectors,
determine the path, organisation and working conditions of a career
in R&D.

5. That Member States consider such general principles and require
ments as an integral part of Institutional quality assurance mecha
nisms by regarding them as a means for establishing funding criteria
for national/regional funding schemes, as well as adopting them for
the auditing, monitoring and evaluation processes of public bodies.

6. That Member States continue their efforts to overcome the persisting
legal and administrative obstacles to mobility, including those related
to intersectoral mobility and mobility between and within different
functions, taking into account an enlarged European Union.

7. ThatMemberStates endeavour to ensure that researchers enjoy ade
quate social security coverage according to their legal status. Within
this context particular attention should be paid to the portability of
pension rights, either statutory or supplementary, for researchers
moving within the public and private sectors in the same country and
also for those moving across borders within the European Union.
Such regimes should guarantee that researchers who, in the course

7



of their Lives, change jobs or interrupt their careers do not unduly suf

fer a loss of social security rights.

8. That Member States put in place the necessary monitoring structures

to review this Recommendation regularly, as well as to measure the

extent to which employers, funders and researchers have applied the

European Charter for Researchers and the Code of Conduct for the

Recruitment of Researchers.

9. That the criteria for measuring this will be established and agreed

with the Member States within the context of the work undertaken by

the Steering Group on Human Resources and Mobility.

10. That Member States in their role as representatives in the interna

tional organisations established at intergovernmental level take due

account of this Recommendation when proposing strategies and tak

ing decisions concerning the activities of those organisations.

ii. This Recommendation is addressed to the Member States but it is

also intended as an instrument to encourage social dialogue, as well

as dialogue among researchers, stakeholders and society at large,

12. The Member States are invited to inform the Commission, as far as

possible, by 15th December 2005 and annually thereafter of any

measures they have taken further to this Recommendation, and to

inform it of the first results of its application as well as to provide

examples of good practice.

13. This Recommendation will be reviewed periodically by the Commis

sion in the context of the Open Method of Coordination.

Done at Brussels, 11 March 2005

For the Commission

Janez Potonik

Member of the Commission
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Foreword

CIHR is unveil ng its second strategic pIe c dunng a penod of unprecedented uncertainty It

has therefore, been particularly reward ng to see the widespread conviction on both sidesof
the 49th parale that nvestment in research is a v tat part of sbmuat’ng our economy and our

society backto a state of prosperity and of our future growth and compel tiveness

We are build ng on a so id founoatior with this plan CIHR’s hrst almost-ful decade of

accomp1isbnents has energized the health-research commonly inspired r ew collaborations

across oscplina and ceograph loundanesana engendered new partnerships among

those vho conduct research and those who impement ts findings.

Second, througi ‘iS Sc:ence & Technclogv S:rateg, Mobiliz;og Sc,ence and Technology to

Canada’s Adnantage the Govnrrooent of Canada ras signalled tsrecogn ticn of the

centrality of science and technoiogy - and of the oighly dotted irdivicuals h bring

innovation to le tc sec long Canada s naona competitive advantage And ‘n ‘Is

designa:ion of beaitb and re ated lfe sce’ces ad technologies of ore of ire four areas

research strength toe Goernmenl has also dgnailed its understandng of the importance of

hea!tn research to the nealth cf Canadians and to the maintenance of our health care system

Health research, ultimately is about making people healthier. But while there s one ultimate

outcome, there are many paths to reaching that outcome. It may be through the development

of new and better ways to prevent, diagnose and treat d sease It may be through providing

the evidence that supports the de’ivery o the health services Canadians need when and
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where they need them. And t may be through the commercialization of a health research

discovery. making a new product or service available in the marketplace.

CIHR supports all of these paths to better health. This Strategic Plan - Health Research

Roadrnap: creating innovative research for better health and healthcare - is the product of

widespread consultations with members of the health research community. careful assessment

of CIHR’s strengths and weaknesses, ongoing deliberation about where CIHR would like to be
in five years and a sober assessment of the resources available to get us there.

It sets out four strategic directions that will help to achieve CIHR’s goalswhile aligning it with

the S&T Strategy. These strategic directionswill enable CIHR to carry out itsfull mandate. in
all of its complexity: to show leadership within the wider health research community; and to

demonstrate accountability and results to the people of Canada. Annual implementation

plans will give us the flexibility to adapt to changing circumstances while reporting on our

a c c o m p1 i sh men ts.

I would like to thank all of those who contributed to the development of this Strategic Plan.

and I look forward with working with all members of Canadas health research community in its
implementation.

Alain Beaudet,

President

Canadian Institutes of Health Research

About CIHR

Mandate

The mandate of CIHR isto excel, according to internationally accepted standards of
scientific excellence, in the creation of new knowledge and its translation into improved

health for Canadians. more effective health services and products and a strengthened

Canadian health care system (Bill C-13. April 13. 2000).

Vision

CIHRs vision isto position Canada asa world leader in the creation and use of knowledge
through health research that benefits Canadians and the global community.

Achieving the mandate and vision

Established in 2000, CIHR promotes a problem-based, multidisciplinary and collaborative

approach to health research, Its unique structure bringstogether researchersfrom across
disciplinary and geographic boundaries through its 13 virtual Institutes. All of CIHR’s

investments support research ideas originating from health researchers, who, more than ever,
are working in collaboration with one another and with research users to find and apply
solutionsto national and global health problems. Currently, CIHR supports nearly 12,000
health researchers and trainees in universities, teaching hospitals and other health

organizations and research centres across the country. The agency supports health research
in an open process that meets the highest international standards of excellence and ethics in
four research areas: biomedical: clinical: health systems and services: and the social, cultural
and environmental factors that affect the health of populations.

Institutes

CIHRs 13 Institutes share responsibility for achieving the fundamental objective of CIHR and
have their own distinct strategic plans that are aligned with the overarching directions.

mandate and vision of CIHR. The Institutes promote and build upon Canada’s firm foundation
of research excellence, engage the research community and encourage interdisciplinary.

integrative health research. Through their Scientific Directors and Institute Advisory Boards
and under the oversight and guidance of CIHRs Governing Council. they work together to
forge a health research agenda across disciplines. sectors, and regions that embraces

scientific opportunity and reflects the emerging health needs of Canadians, the evolution of
the health care system and the information needs of health policy decision-makers, They
facilitate partnerships and work to accelerate the uptake of new knowledge to create benefits

2 of 25 09-05-10 02:5 1 PM
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CIHR’s 13 InstItutes

Aoonj nal Peop cC Health
A3rg
Cance’ Resetrch
Circa eo’y ard Respiratory Hea I’
Gepoer aria Health
Genetir..v
Health Seni esa id Pc c Retearch
Hunan Development, Child and Ycbth Health
lnfect.*n and Immunity
Muscucde•eal Health and A’thntis
Neuroscierces Mental Hea’tn and Ado ct’on
Nupition. Mwabc.:sm and Dabetes
Popuition aria PubI c Health

CItRs values

To ase.jre Canadiansthat their nvarnerts in health research are w-sely used CIHR en’biaces
va1uesthat permeate all aspecteof the organization’sactivlties and relationthips with others
These core values are

• Excellence — In a I aspects of the work undertalen by CIHR, lnClbd rig research
lsiow edge trandat on and organizational servlesb CIHR drIves to meet the h.ghed
intemat onal trrdardsof excellence

• ScIentIfic IntegrIty and EthIcs - CIHR upholds and promotes adhers.nce to relevant
research and organizational principles with utmod honedy, probity and
professonallsm. CIHR believes that excellent research Isiowledge application and
good governance require the development ard applcation of sound ethical pnnclples
and processes.

• Cellaberatlen - CiHR promotes. encourages and values rolaboredon among
ressarcriere in Canada. CIHR engages. co-laborates and coordinates research actrvrtes
wr’h federal and provnc alrterrltorlal governments and departmen3 ano pnvate-sector
organizations. CIHR is committed to openness. responability. fairness and mutual
respect with a1l its researchers and partners. CIHR cannot fulf II its mandate withobt the
collaboration ano sipport of partnere across Canada.

• InnovatIon — CIHR values new ideas and creative approaches ‘o adoress ng health and
health idem cha lenges in Canada and worldwide

• PublIc Interest - The public intered is of paramount importance n the creation and
use of health Isiow edge through all research and related activities a.rpported by CIHR

AbOUt this Stratsglc
a

CIHRs ‘ra Strategic Plan —

—aticIated CIHR’svlaoi. manoate and drateg.c directlonsforthe
per od 2003-2008 It was desg’ted to build on the organ;zatron’s agnifkant ach.e,emerts -ii
Its tint fr years ad was an -npnrtant dec .n daLnrng CIHR’s long4emi antegy flf tecnmin,a
Canada’s main erg’ne for aippomr’g health research discovery and Innovat on.

The foundat-on of CIHRs Sluepnnt was the extenave work of CIHR% 13 list tutes ii’
developrrg their oan stmtag c plans This inc uded wide-ranging conesltationsw.tn a variety
of daleholdere to ident research needs and pr onties and to contribute to the dave opment
e Canada’sfIrd natioral health research agenda In addit en. CIHR conducted national
consi tations In 2003 to gain d rect input from hea th researohere and other daleho!ders
across the c.ourtry.

CIHR is new entering a new chapter in its history aria as sich it is appropriate to roview. renew
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and reinv’gDrate CIHR s Strategic P an This renewed p1a’ 0051cr CIHR as a msearch ‘eacer

stomestcal & i’tcrr at c’a yin braIn researuh v.011 rIo the 21st cern-ic,

T1’e nealtn researo’- c -“nun ty has ceen an ‘“tegral pal of the develacncn: “'f t” S

pla”’. 1”' tact. CIHRs Presce-’t has conductea runiercus un ‘.ersty campus v sits and

s:aseholder c”eutii gs Trr.,h these meetings, he was azl :n -ear anc otness I rst-hacc t-rc
accomplishments p”ogress and needs of toe hea::h “ssea’cn con” n’unhy

Tn s strategic plan was a so supported by CIHRs Scient.fic and Governing Cc.nci c Both

Cnuncds prov dad their guidance eadersirp and reuom’nendat ons to he p make th s
strategic o1an what it is today The strateic plan •s divided into ‘our strategic directior S (1

irvesting in world-class excellence, (21 addressing health anc heath system research; (3

acce crating the capture of healTh and economic penet tsnf health research and (4)

achieving organ zational exce fence fostering ethics and demonstrating impact

To help ensure the uptake of each strategic directron, an accompany ng implementation

plan was created to provice specific targets that will he measured and updated on an annual

basis This implementation plan wilt enable all 13 lnsirlutas to algn their nitiatives wiTh the

four identified strateg c directions of CIHR In addition, the implementaton plan 5 expected

to further provide the research common ty and the general public with an opportunity to

assess the impacts and results of the specific initiatives undertaken Moving forward,

additional stakeholder meetings and campus vists will take place to further ensure that the

strategic plan meets its desired expectations and outcomes.

Guiding principles

Four over-arching principles guided the strategic planning process

1. Address the full CIHR mandate

In its review of progress or the strategic planning process Governing Council noted the efforts

made to achieve exceilence in knowledge creation while acknowledging that much more

needs to be done to address the knowledge translation aspect of CIHR’s mandate.

2. Adhere to the Federal S&T Strategy

The Federa Science and Technology Strategy Mobiltzing Science and Technology to

Canada’s Advantage tS&T Strategyt. recognizes that Canada’s national competitive

advantage is based on science anc technology and the highly skilled indviduals whose taent

brings innovatons to life It commits the Government of Canada to maintaining Canaca’s G-7

leadership in oublc-sector R&D performance. Heath and related life scielcesand

technologies are one of the our areas of research strength dontified in the S&T Strategy

The princip’es and directions of the S&T Strategy are consstent with CIHR’s overall strategc

directions. The Strategy emphasizes three Canadian advantages’

a. Enfrepreneunal Advantage -- translates knowledge into practical applicationstbat are

applied’used ‘adopted’

Knowledge Advantage - gererates new ideas and bulds research excelience: anc

c People Advantage - increases and retains the highly skilled individua’s that Carada

reeds o :hr ye 0 tr’e global economy

Over the next five years, CIHR wilt continue to strengthen its alignment ,yith the Strategy

3. Develop fully CIHR’s leadership and convenor role

CIHR is “esponsibie for ‘fo”ging an nlegratea health research agerda across hl.plines

sectors ard regions that “etects the emerging heath neecs of Ca”ad:ans and the evoiu:icn a’

the health system and supports health policy decsion-making” IC/HR Actl. Thistasir cannot be

accompished v,.thout the colaboration and support of varrous partners across the country

working closely with CIHR and its 13 virtual institutes.. CIHR’s partnership practices wIt be

enhanced to ensu”e that they support and promote ealth research and knov.iedge translation

activities in thlsway In particular Governing Council emphasized the importance of
partnering with the provinces in finding research-based solutions to health and health system

delvery challenges.
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4. Manage risk and accountability

G’erni”a C ‘unc noted ‘it: a raard p aini a ri.s: 2coe under l’e assun’pon ‘n 1et
‘..tre h.dgotars gr..Ih This assan ‘n a mnrtant c en the ilohai ecnncm doontjn.
Gcerrng Council indica:ec that Ifie rate nale for cxisong proqrams an I te reso.me
0 en sill [‘e ,ha lengei and must be ado tn sohstand trio vughest s. r Inc Ertodsm id

focus on establish ng fea.er poont en strenmdn rig opp rtin nes and e erriging ft rid ng ftc r
other sources This does not imply that CIHR wI ro ts investments to a tea. large in at yes
ather CIHR w I work smart at go ts cpa dunities I max mae gains and ha. d o i ax St g

ft daf cs Smaler-sna pro eat, wil. .ont tine I h lie moundahon of i ucn u OrR,
at vities Govern ng Counc 1 final y note i that fnrth r efforts tu enhonce the transpors no!
decision macna and a cou’:ae ity for results are rage rca

Context for strategic planning

Health advances and challenges

Susta nod government investments in heath iesearch in recent years have enabled Canada
to capitalize on mportant health discover esand advancements n knowledge These
investments helped secu’e Canadas p ace on the globa stage in such areas as HIV/AIDS.
cancer. cardiovascular and resp ratory health neurosciences. diabetes and ofect ous

diseases and immunity Yet there remain rriany health-reiated issues that require further
research attention For example First Nations lnuit and Mets peoples along with many other
vunerabie popuatiens continue to struggle with cntcai nealth issues. ‘ncladng ‘rileo:ious
disease, chronic disease, mental hearth and access to nealth services and the soc a and
economic conditions required or healthy lvng Toe threat of pandernc flu ana yral
outbreaka has reinomec that health challenges have no boundar:es in todays glonal world
placing more mpetns on greater oternational coi acoratino in health research and
surje’tiance Chronic conoitions such as heart d sease cancer. dacetes obesity. asthma.
allergy and artbrtis, aswell as mental ilness. addiction and substance abuse contnue to
plague millions o people around the world. Many of these condtions will be magnified by
our aging population. Global warming and cImate change may already be having sign ‘icant
health and economic consequences. Canadas research community. includ ng hea th
researchers must mobilize to better understand the numerous consequences and mplications
for today and tomorrow in order to mitigate its impacts.

Effectvely addressing these health issues 5 yet a greater cnallenge gicen the world
economic recession. While the North American marufacturing sectorshave susaned
significant losses of revenue and empioyrnent tOe impact of the recession on the hearth
research community salso sgnificaot. with many resource and research oppnrtuo ties lost
The recession furthermore increases uressure on Canacas research community and funOng
agencesto demonstrate value for money

Demonstrat ng research impact is not a simple task, especially as the transation of discoveries
into treatments and po icy changes can often take years Th slagtime chailenge isfurther
complicated fy Canada s large geography low population density compex pout cal
structure and health ‘stem and diverse health research andscape These national
challenges make it difficult to build the cntical mass of scienti’ic ta ent usiness expertise
and captal necessary for speed and impact.

Yet. while the pressures on the researcir community to demonstrate immed’ate mccc: are

undeniable. hot” :he Canad an and Amercan goaemmects reccgri ze that. in order to buid
mornerLm and ensure future econcmic sustanab.l:ty they mist nvesi not on.y i the
tradit coal economies. but aso in. the new economies- the knowledge economies erere
science and i’roation soP be key to their cornpetiveness As a result, the 2009 American
stimulus package contained S8.2 billion for the National lnsttutes of Health T’is
o mmitment will provde new nternationa opportunities for collab ration a. th Canada and
energize the North American heath research community In Canada research nvestments
have graeualy increased since 2000 culmiat ng in the January 2009 budget which
invested $5 1 hi lion in ‘he Governments Science and Technology tS&Tl Strategy envelope.
Tb sincluded an additional $85 million to support the next generat 000t researchers through
the Canada Gradoate Scholarship program Today. Canadas health researchers have both an
ndvidual and community responsibl:ty to ensure that public investments in researcn are

macnc a dilference in the lives of Canadians ana the ‘uture of our country
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Example of Successful Partnership - Cancer Stem Cell Consortium

CIHR me Cm ein’rnr I Cacada Grn’ra Canaja rj Ortno hchtjfe c Cance’ ce5ci

and the Caraaa Poucdat,”n ar hinovatroc togethe’ re ap Canada r Cancer Stem C’

Con ‘5 on CCC’ The CSCC rncen’iv e’,iobdsimd a oarine;sh’c iiO ne Caiifo’n:a

Institute for Regeneatue Med c,, e fr’ r’ternationaf co/iab’,ation to advance cancer stem

c,I research conratting $3 M ver 5 years I to 320PM nIrativu.

Health research as a lever for better health and a stronger economy

Research and devcdop lient na e ong been re ognised as potent mat reef the ecor omv As

seen in F gurr. I the grose dote astir product GDP s directly correlated w th R&D

investments The total spend ng n Canada on research and de’elopment in the heaith f e d

wasest mated at 86 6 bi.ion n 2006. uo 6.8 per cent from the prevousyear The majonty o
R&D uct,. tee am performed n riiveraty settngs 63 per cent of ad R&D n me health held

repmsetng an estimated $4 1 h ion i As such, it ‘as been a long-standing tedem polc to
but d a caledge-based ecocorns througn pub ic-sec:or R&D nvestments

Figure 1

Correlation between Gross Domestic Product and R&D Investments

lxcxo

Ii C rr_ 10 M 10 X*J JX XI

Canada has a strong presence in the amount of R&D per’ormed by ts postsecondary

institutions ranking 2nd of the OECD countries Furthermore Canada is among the top ten
countries in terms of the number of health sciences papers by Gross Domest c Product tGDP)
measured in billionsof dollars (Figure 2).

Figure 2

Health Sciences papers by (GDP) measured in billions of dollars
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Data Sources. ARIF Number of medical papers COST 2008

Wnereas Caiiaoa fares we I in terms of acadery ic achievements, as measured oy
peer-reviewed publications outcomes (figure 21 there is considerable room for improvement

compared with other OECD countries in terms of commercalizat on of nealth research results.

For instance, as seen n Fig 3. Canada s share of world patents pales by comparison with Other
industrialized countries such as the USA Japan or Germany

Canadas share of world patents

Figure 3

Seve a recent studies have confi’rred the sgnifi ant economic returns from invest ng in

health research For examp e a 2008 UK study ndicated that the GDP returns on nvestment
for nvestments in health research are approximately $0 30 for every d far invested per

annum An Austra an study estimated the returnson research nvestments n Australa ir
2003 ana 2008 and round thai every dc-lIar invested in research yielded net benefitsto

society (benefits over costs> of $1 40 The study also suggested that more than doub e any

investment in research isbe ng retumed asa benefit to Austra ian society The ron-monetary
retumson nvestmer’ts from healtri research to soc cry ar numerous. Thei inc ude. extended

I fe expectancy improved qua fly of life reduced burden on health care systems, and

reduced nequities n hea th

A 2006 study oy the Rand Corporat on showed that federa nvestmerts n academ c research
have nelped put Canada in the top position along with Germany among 29 naustnalized

countries in terms of its ability to seize the benefits of the global technology revolut on for
competitive advantage However the report also wams that a high level of capac ty must be
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ma nta ‘ed because cunrn5s s..cn a,the U K. Ch’na and India a’e not stand ng st:h As
aria count’. Canada carnut acfcd to ecl ii ci areas of scenoc and tcchroioqv

deelcVrent It must fosn its strengths:o cee on competitRe advantage Heaitn

researc’ cr-e of me four cooav’s ,hnre Carata as interna icua iv-reungnzed reseurc’l
strength - a fact recoanized by the Comic of Canaoan Acadernirw in is 2006 repurt The
STate or Science & Tect’no’ogy r Canada

C HR investments in health research also trar date rio heath improvements For example

research into new drags such asaromatase inn boors and lierceptins has led to a dramatic

ircrease in breast cancer survival (from 1 5 to 2 years n 1998 to grcater than 6 years in z008

Sim ar’y the dea:h rate after a heart attack Canada has decreasud by more than 53 per

cent n the past decade, due to nnovat.ons in treatment and improvements in heaith systems

to provide t mels care. Another example is the study entitled Avoidable mortality by

neighb0urhnod income in Canada 25 years after the establishment of universal health
insurance, co-authored by a group o researchersthat ncluded a funded CIHR recpent.
Th.sstaOr demonstratec that Medcare greatly recuced mortality i’equait;es Specfica’l

red.icticrs ii deathstha: were amenable to medical care contributec more signifm’antl to

nar-owing socioeccnom cs mortal ty disparities

In November 2008. the Ministers arid representatives o ministries of heaitn. science and

technology, education. forego affairs and internatonal cooperaton ‘rom 59 countries

adopted a Cad to Action in Bamalm (Malil that urges natonal governments to allocate at
least 5 per cent of ministry of heath budgets to research As of 2006 Canada was close to this

target. with a public sector investment in health research representing approximately 4.8 per

cent ClHR itself accounts for approximately 59 per cent of the Government’s total health

research expenditures. In addition, the call to action endorsed the principle of ensuring the
“transiation of knowledge through development of effective interventions, evidence-informed

p01 cesand practices and effective public communication in order to promote healthy

behaviours and ensure public confidence and trust”

Health research as a lever for building capacity

One of the main acti’jities of cubic-sector R&D must be training a skilled workforce As dated

by Mike Lazaridis, inventor of the BlackBerry. “The number one reason i-c furid research wed
and with vision is to attract the very best researchers from around the world. Once [in Canada].

they can prepare Canaca’s next generations of graduates. maers. PhD’s and post-doctorates

icc uding the finest foreign students. All else flows from this” As demonstrated in Figure 4.

the level of training is criticaly linked to the number of jobs created.

Figure 4

Alignment of level of training and employment
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MIT to make all faculty publications open access

In the atest salvo in the fight over open access schoarshp the ‘acuty of MIT have voled to make any pubcaPon
onginating at the universrty open access

By John T?nmer Last updated March 24 2Q09 9 21 PM CT

If there were any doubt that open access publishing was setting off a b’t of a power struggle a decision made last week
by the MIT facuity should put it to rest. Although most commercial academc pubtshers require that the authors of the
works they publish sign all copyrights over to the journal Congress recently mandated that all researchers funded by
the National Institutes of Health retain the right to freely distribute their works one year after publication (several
foundations have similar requirements) Since then some publishers started fighting the trend. and a few members of
Congress are reconsidering the mandate Now in a move that wIl undoubtedly redraw the battle lines the faculty of
MIT have unanimously voted to make any publications they produce open access

So far. the battle lines on open access have been drawn with publishers on one side, funding groups on the other
Funding groups. such as the NIH Wellcome Trust and Howard Hughes Medical Institute feel that the research they
pay for will have a larger impact if more people have access to it. In the case of government agencies theres the
added issue of allowing access by the tax payers that ultimately fund the work This has led a number of them to adopt
policies in which the researchers they fund retain the right to freely distribute their works some time after publication.
This grace period, usually six months to a year. allows the publishers to extract some value out of their role in arranging
for the review and formatting of the works

The NIH had been promoting open access for several years. but the poicy was made mandatory in 2008. and that
change was made permanent this year. With its multibillion dollar budget. the NIH policy change was a seismic shift:
although some publishers embraced the change. there has been a notable backlash Meanwhile the House Judiciary
Committee felt it had not been properly consulted when the mandatory poiicy was enacted. For the past two years, bills
have been introduced that would overturn it

Although there are some passionate advocates of open access publishing within the community of research faculty
this fight was, to an extent, going on over their heads. After all, faculty are completely reliant on both parties involved
the funding agencies pay for their work, and publishers ensure that it finds an audience. Obviously, this puts the faculty
in no position to negotiate.

All of that helps explain the significance of the policy adopted by the MIT faculty, which commits everyone at MIT to a
policy that is even more aggressive than the one that governs NIH grant recipients (Hal Abelson, who chaired the
committee that drafted the policy has posted a copy of it) In short, as of last week everyone at MIT is expected to
retain rights to distribute their works at no cost for their parent institution Anybody who wants to publish with a journal
that refuses to grant these rights will have to submit a written request for an exception to the MIT provost.

The faculty will have to prepare an appropriately formatted copy of their works to the provost for hosting MIT plans to
place them on its DSpace system, a content hosting system it developed with HP and distributes under a BSD license

Far more striking than the policy itself however, is the perspective of those who were instrumental in formulating it
Professor Hal Abelson, in a statement provided by MIT said “scholarly publishing has so far been based purely on
contracts between publishers and individual faculty authors In that system, faculty members and their institutions are
powerless This resolution changes that by creating a role in the publishing process for the faculty as a whole, not just
as isolated individuals.” Ann Wolpert. who directs MIT s libraries, said “in the quest for higher profits. publishers have
lost sight of the values of the academy.”

Those are pretty clearly fighting words The policy itself doesn’t seem to involve any attempt to find middle ground with
the publishers, as there is no grace period where journals would have exclusive access in contrast to the NIH policy
Clearly. the MIT faculty produce a lot of research that academic publishers will be anxious not to lose access to, but
MIT seems to be hoping that other universities follow along citing similar policies enacted by individual schools at
Harvard and Stanford

Another approach to open access publishing is Deing tested by Sweden’s Lund University. which is allocating money to
support those of ts faculty that wish to publish in open access journals In this case the money goes to support open
access publshers: Lund refused a campus-wide discount for publishing with the Public Library of Science, and will
instead pay the higher individual rates. It’s also decided not to use this money to pay for open access articles in an
otherwise closed publication

These developments indicate that faculty want to have more options than contributing to the open access debate as

26/03/09 03:06 PM
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individual advocates If more nsttutions that have the size and intellectual heft of MIT stake out similar positions then
the researchers may have a very powerful voice

Serving the technologist for 1 0723 x 10 centuries
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Open Access in Libraries & Cutura Resources

May t 2009

The Academic Council of Libraries and Cultural Resources at the University of Calgary has adopted a mandate to

deposit their scholarly output in sc the University s open access scholarly repository The repository has been

in place since March 2003 and currently provides access to a broad range of scholarly output includng a grcwing

collection of full text university theses

Members of the Council comprised of archivists, curators, and librarians have long supported open access througri

promotions on campus such as Open Access Day, membership in SPARC and Canadian Association of Research

Libraries support for online open access journals published through the University of Calgary Press, and an active

program of introducing the repository to faculty and graduate students Libraries and Cultural Resources also funds

the $100000 ‘ d to assist researchers to publish in open access journals

The text of the mandate is

“As an active member of the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition, Libraries and

Cultural Resources at the University of Calgary endorses the Budapest Open Access Initiative the

Bethesda Statement on Open Access Publishing and the Berlin Declaration

LCR academic staff members believe that the output of our scholarly activities should be as widely

disseminated and openly available as possible Our scholarly output includes but is not limited to

journal articles books and book chapters, presentations if substantial, conference papers and

proceedings. and datasets

Effective April 17, 2009 LCR academic staff commit to

Deposit their scholarly output in the Unversty of Calgary’s open access scholarly

repository

Promote Open Access on campus and assist scholars in making their research openly

available

Where possible. publish their research in an open-access journal”

LOr. clra - S. ri.Ssn aL.rihfles (PDF)

For further questions or comments, please contact:

Andrew Wailer Mary Westeil

Serials Libranan Associate University Librarian for lnforrration Technology
Collections and Technical Services and Scholarly Con’riunications

Libranes and Cultural Resources Libranes and Cultural Resources
MLB 402B MLT 215

Wa .‘ler0ucai9a’ca west__aLJcaw;ai v.ca

(403) 220-8133 voice (403) 220-3764 voice

(403) 284-2109 fax (403) 282-1218 fax
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UCSC Budget Cuts to Affect Graduate Student Health Care Coverage

by Protect GSHIP

Monday May 11th, 2009 6:26 PM

UCSC is seeking to meet budget deficits by cutting health care coverage and benefits to its
graduate students, including those with families and dependents. Last week Lisa Sloan, Dean of
Graduate Studies and Professor of Earth Sciences, asked the Graduate Student Association to
approve cuts to current levels of coverage for the Graduate Student Health Insurance Plan
(GSHIP). These cuts could increase the cost of co-pays for doctor visits and emergency care,
decrease life-time coverage limits and probably, and most significantly, increase co-pays for
prescription drugs, even those taken on a regular basis for chronic conditions.

For Immediate Release

May 9th, 2009

UCSC Budget Cuts to Affect Graduate Student Heath Care Coverage UCSC is seeking to meet
budget deficits by cutting health care coverage and benefits to its graduate students, including
those with families and dependents. Last week Lisa Sloan, Dean of Graduate Studies and
Professor of Earth Sciences, asked the Graduate Student Association to approve cuts to current
levels of coverage for the Graduate Student Health Insurance Plan (GSHIP). These cuts could
increase the cost of co-pays for doctor visits and emergency care, decrease life-time coverage
limits and probably, and most significantly, increase co-pays for prescription drugs, even those
taken on a regular basis for chronic conditions.

Nellie Chu, graduate student in the Department of Anthropology and member of the Protect
GSHIP Committee, underwent surgery last year to remove a 10cm tumor from her adrenal
gland. Chu says, “GSHIP provided me with the affordable health care I needed to save my life.”
With these cuts to GSHIP, however, Chu worries that access to healthcare will be out of reach
for graduate students with serious illnesses such as hers. “We simply cannot afford to pay more
for healthcare on our small salaries as Teaching Assistants,” Chu says.

The effect will also likely be an increase in out of pocket expenses for prescriptions. Psychology
graduate student jessy Lancaster, who already pays nearly a hundred dollars per month for
allergy-related prescriptions, says, “based on the proposed increase of prescription costs, I will
be paying an additional several hundred dollars a year for medications. If the UC wants to
attract and retain graduate students, we shouldn’t have to take out hundreds of dollars of
additional student loans every year just to stay healthy.”



These increases, in conjunction with significant rent increases for graduate students living in
Family Student Housing, cuts to graduate student funding, lay-offs of lecturers and non-tenured
instructors, the attempt to shut down the renowned Community Studies Department, and
increase tuition costs across the board marks a concerted effort on the part of the UCSC
administration to transfer an undue portion of the University’s budgetary shortfall to groups of
students who are least able to bear an increased financial burden.

UCSC has demonstrated a long-standing commitment to fighting economic inequities and
promoting social justice issues such as diversity and community. However, UCSCs recent
attempts to extract concessions from its most vulnerable populations are in direct
contradiction with the spirit of these values. Graduate students are stretched far too thin to be
asked to make concessions to our already very modest levels of compensation. We strongly call
for the university to rethink how it will deal with its budgetary shortfall in a fair and equitable
manner.

The economic crisis has made life more difficult for nearly everyone, and we surely recognize
that our standards of living will be changing. But the financial situation of graduate students
and their families is already, in many cases, quite difficult. Our personal budgets simply cannot
continue to absorb these kinds of cost increases. UCSC administration has placed a May15
deadline for graduate students to decide for ourselves how to increase our out of pocket
healthcare expenses. This puts us in the very real situation of choosing whether to limit our
medications for chronic illness, or health care for our children, or regular check-ups. They are
requiring that we choose how to limit our access to health care.

If a decision has not been made by graduate students, the UCSC administration will take it upon
itself to cut benefits without the consultation and consent of the people directly affected. We
are making a stand. Graduate students who do an immense amount of teaching labor for the
University, and are paid approximately $15,000 for nine months of work as a Teaching
Assistant (many graduate students go jobless over the summer months involuntarily due to the
existence of fewer courses), will not accept a huge slash to our health care.

History of Consciousness graduate student Adam Hefty says, “It’s outrageous that they are
cutting our healthcare when top administrators are receiving higher salaries” in reference to a
recent San Francisco Chronicle report (May 8, 2009, “Higher Salaries for UC Administrators”).
This report reveals that that the University of California’s Board of Regents appointed Dr. Susan
Desmond-Heliman as the chancellor of UC San Francisco at a salary of $450,000 a year, a nearly
12% increase over her predecessor. UC Davis’s new chancellor, Linda Katehi, the article
reports, was recently hired at a salary of $400,000 a year, 27% more than her predecessor.

As if this were not bad enough, the two of administrators responsible for seeking cuts to GSHIP
at UC Santa Cruz, Executive Vice Chancellor David Kliger and Dean of Graduate Studies Lisa
Sloan “earn” $257.166 and $152,400, respectively (Sacramento Bee “State Salaries”:
http://www.sacbee.com/statepay).

Protect GSHIP Committee, UCSC, protectgship [at] gmail.com

© 2000—2009 San Francisco Bay Area Independent Media Center. Unless otherwise stated by
the author, all content is free for non-commercial reuse, reprint, and rebroadcast, on the net
and elsewhere. Opinions are those of the contributors and are not necessarily endorsed by the
SF Bay Area IMC. Disclaimer Privacy I Contact
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Canadian Association of University Teachers

> Two thirds of Canasians on erred about rcsearc h funding uts. Poll

News
1

Two thirds of Canadians are concerned about cuts to research funding, and the same
majority believes government should not steer research, according to a Harris Decirna
poll conducted in April.

Of the 67% of respondents who said they were concerned about funding cuts to
research, half said they were “very concerned”.

When asked who should set research priorities, 66% chose the scientific community,

compared to 34% who chose the federal government.

When it comes to who to trust in the current debate over research funding, 44% say
they trust university and college researchers, compared to just 9% who said they trust
the federal government.

The telephone po1i was conducted with 2,021 adult Canadians between April 2 and April

13, 2009. Results are considered accurate within plus or minus 2.2%, 19 times out of
20.

The poll also questioned respondents about political leadership and the economy, trust

in academic staff and views on their salaries, access to post-secondary education and
tuition fees.

A summary of questions asked and answers given is available
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Graduating in Canada: Profile, Labour Market Outcomes and Student Debt of the Class of 2005

in an increasingly knowledge-driven and global economy, a highly skilled well
educated workforce is a key driver of economic competitiveness as well as social
and economic development. Countries have supported all types of postsecondary
education in order to improve the knowledge and skills of the labour force, increase
productivity and support world class research. For individuals, a postsecondary
qualification contributes to employability, access to continued learning and training
and higher lifetime earnings in addition to other related social outcomes. Therefore,
governments have emphasized investments in higher education.

Canada has a highly developed postsecondary education system and as a
result almost half of young adults aged 25 to 34 years hold some type of
postsecondary education credential, well above the OECD average of 33%’.
However, the demands of the global economy require an optimal skills-job match,
which requires more detailed information on the flow of graduates with specific
knowledge and skills in addition to the type of postsecondary credential. This
demands a greater understanding of the educational pathways of graduates, the
investment in time related to their chosen field of study and the labour market
outcomes related to each field of study following graduation. Such information is
important for informed decisions regarding the expected return for investment in
years of education in specific fields of study and estimates of the time required to
retire any debt incurred during education. This information is also valuable to
determine the distribution of skills in the labour force to respond to anticipated skills
shortages.

This report describes the educational experiences, labour market outcomes
and financing of higher education of recent graduates for Canadian postsecondary
education institutions using data from the 2007 National Graduates Survey (Class
of 2005). The first section describes the characteristics of graduates from college,
bachelor, master and doctorate level programs. The second section focuses on
experiences after graduation including pursuing further education and labour market
activities. Section three presents information on the financing of postsecondary
education, its relation to education level and labour market outcomes. The final
section focuses on co-operative education and international studies and their
relationship with labour market outcomes and student debt.
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Students making their way through the Canadian postsecondary education system
are faced with costs that vary along a number of dimensions, including the level of
education and field of study. the province of their educational institution, and the
time spent completing their degree. When choosing to finance their postsecondar
education, students can opt for any combination of government student loans.
employment earnings, private loans, family support, and savings, among others.
For many, both government and non-government student debt becomes an integral
component of life after graduation. The following section provides an overview of
different forms of student debt and their relation to education levels. Specifically, it
will start with graduates who owed to either government or non-government sources.
followed by graduates owing to non-government sources, graduates owing to only
government sources, and finally, graduates owing both types of debt. All analyses
in the following section were limited to graduates that did not pursue further education
within the two years after graduation.

3.1 Oveve oi student debt

Nark haf of alt graduates us 20( tnat die not pursw furtne duatior
had some fom of stud,ust debt uoor 2aduatior.

Out of the 194.600 graduates of 2005 that did not pursue further education. 49% of
them financed their postsecondary education with some form of education-related
loan. The proportion of graduates owing money to any source at graduation varied
across the educational levels, from 44% of doctoral graduates to 54% of bachelor
graduates.

r-gUre
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information on student loans in the National Gradt;aies Surve
(CIass of 2005i

Respondents of the National Graduates Survey were asked questions on the amount
and type of loans they had used to finance their education. This included information
on debt that was financed through government or non-government sources and the
corresponding amounts. For example, government-financed loans would be considered
a government source while private, bank, or famil loans sould be considered as non-
government sources. The amount that graduates owed at the time of graduation may
include debt accumulated from past postsecondarv education and mac not be directly
related to the most recent degree. diploma or certificate. For the purpose of this analysis,
only graduates that did not pursue further education in the two years upon graduation
and thus required to start paying back their student debt are included.

Chart 3.2

Incidence and averaae amount of debt to all sources (government and
nongovernment) at time of graduation, by level of study

percent dollars

U Percentage of graduates with debt U Average debt at graduation

Source: Statist cs Canada, Nationa Graduates Survey (Class of 2005f.

Similarly, of the graduates that held debt related to financing their education,
substantial variation existed in their average debt levels from all sources, ranging
from $11600 to $25,600. College graduates7.characterized by shorter program
durations, had the lowest average overall debt level, followed by bachelor, master.
and finally doctorate graduates. Chart 3.2 shows the percentage of graduates owing
money to all sources and the average amount of debt upon graduation at each level
of education.
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Out of the 54% of bachelor graduates who had some form of student debt at
graduation (roughly 51.000 graduates. almost 80% of them had a government debt.
This was similar across all levels of education: 76% (of the 45%) of college graduates.
74% (of the 46%) at the master level and 77Ck (of the 44%) of doctorates. The
average debt levels of these student loans were very similar to the average debt of
graduates that owed only to government sources (see table A.7 in appendix).

Despite average debt loads exceeding S20,000 for graduates with student
debt at the bachelor, master, and doctorate levels, about a quarter had paid off their
overall debt two years after graduating. Master degree graduates had the highest
proportion (32%) that had paid off their student related debt (both government and
non-government), followed by doctorate (30%). bachelor (28%). and finally college
graduates (24%).

)ne m nne zaduaie iac de:: 9vnC nnk M ncr-2ovet nra1n src.
vitr itttt. vataI!o:: aros eaucauon

About 22,000 graduates — or 11 % of all graduates from 2005 who did not pursue
further education — owed debt only to non-government sources. Non-government
student loans, consisting mostly of private, bank or family loans, varied little across
the educational levels, with a range of 10% of doctorates to 12% of masters.

The average debt size of graduates owing only non-government student loans,
however, showed that higher levels of education were associated with higher levels
of debt. Chart 3.3 shows that the average debt owed only to non-government sources
at graduation ranged from S9,300 at the college level to over S20.000 at the
master level.

Chart

Percentage of graduates with only
non-government debt

Average debt

at Qrauuation

Source: Stabstics Canada. National Graduates Survey (Class of 2005).

(nDcenD& anc averaç amount ot aen: tc non-governmen: sourDes on(v at
hme at graduat(an. by eve o stuby
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There was a large proportion of graduates that had paid off their non-
government student debt entirely two years after completing their 2005 diploma or
degree. Overall, 43% of all 2005 graduates owing only to non-government sources
had fully paid off their student debt two years after graduation. with bachelor
graduates having the highest proportion (45% followed by doctorate graduates
(42%). and college and masters (41 %).

About a quarter o’ gracuates wh d not pursue Iurthei educatton
owed onis to avernment-financed studen. loans

Roughly 50,000 graduates — or about 26% of all 2005 graduates who did not pursue
further education — owed money only to government sources upon graduation. The
proportion of graduates owing across the educational levels did not differ
substantially, with 25% of college graduates, 24% ofmaster and doctorate graduates,
and 27% at the bachelor level.

The average debt size of graduates owing only to government sources was
highest among doctorates ($21,600) and was lowest for college graduates ($12,300).
Bachelor graduates, representing almost half of all graduates owing only government
student loans at graduation, owed on average $18,200. Chart 3.4 shows the
distribution of graduates that owed only to government sources and the average

size of this debt.

Chart 3.4

Incidence and average amount of debt to government sources onI at
time of graduation, by level of study

percent dollars

30000
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Percentage of graduates with only

government debt

a..-, Average debt

at graduation

Source: Statistics Canada, National Graduates Survey (Class of 20051.
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Overall, nearly 14,000 graduates * or roughly 27% of those owing only to
government sources at time of graduation — had paid off their debt two years later.
The proportion differed across the education spectrum with graduates from a master
degree having the highest proportion paying off this debt (34%), followed by
doctorate graduates (33%). bachelor (31%), and lastly, college (20%).

Rouguk 12 of graaua es v’h( dir’ not pursue futher education ov’ed u
h ti ote-nmen anc non-co ernmen sources

Over one in seven bachelor graduates who did not pursue further education owed
to government and non-government sources. Similarly, about 10% of graduates
from master and doctorate programs owed to both sources. Chart 3.5 shows, similar
to charts 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, the incidence and average amount of debt owed to both
sources (government and non-government) by level of education.

D
Percentage of graduates with both
government and non-government debt

Average debt
at graduation

Note: Please note that the scale on which estimated debt was plotted differed from previous figures because of
the sheer size of average debts of those owing to both government and non-government sources.

Source: Statistics Canada, National Graduates Survey (Class of 2005)

While the proportion of graduates owing to both sources of debt was not
remarkably high. in relative terms, the average amount owed differed substantially
from those that owed to only one type of debt source.

The first substantial difference apparent in Chart 3.6 below was the magnitude
of the average debt owed relative to average amounts owed to single sources. For
example, the average debt of a graduate with a college degree who owed to both
sources at graduation was $1,000 more than combining both the average debt of
those who owed only to government sources with the average debt of those who
owed only to non-government sources at the college level.

incidence and average amount of debt of graduates owtng to bofr government
and non-government sources a time of graduation, by evei 5 study

percent dollars
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The second substantia] contrast apparent from Chart 3.6 was the difference in
average debt amounts between levels of education. The difference between the
average debt (for those owing to both sources) of a college graduate and that of a
bachelor graduate was $14400. A further and more complete analysis should be
undertaken on the composition of debt of these graduates.

The next section will discuss how the proportion of graduates owing debt
(both government and non-government), as well as how much they owed on average
have changed compared to graduates of 2000. For comparison purposes. all forms
of debt were converted to 2007 constant dollars.

The proportion of gratuaies with ans dent ujor rarsuatior ane the
averag. sliP of this debt wer simiia br the 2001 ane 20L graduatm
C2SSC5

As indicated earlier, roughly half of all 2005 graduates who did not pursue further
education owed money to either a government or non-government source for their
post-secondary education. This proportion was almost identical to the proportion of
graduates of 2000 who owed debt to any source (50%). Given that the 2005 class
represented a higher number of graduates than all of the previous graduating cohorts.
the number of graduates with any source of debt rose from 89,700 in 2000 to 96,300
in 2005.

Graduating in Canada. Profile Labour Market Outcomes and Student Debt of the Class of 2005

Average amount owed to governmen: sotrces omy, nort-governrnen: sources
onl. ano both sources, by level oe study
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The average debt from all sources in constant 2007 dollars among members
of the 2005 cohort that owed student related debt did not differ much from the class
of 2000. The differences, albeit small, revealed that graduates from 2005 with student
debt had lower average debt levels than their 2000 counterparts: doctorate graduates
owed about SI .300 less on average while college graduates owed about S700 less.

Graabales trorr trw. Ctasa o 20( ont, onit h non-got ernmen, ource
ssnded ft osse more or averagt tnan thet 20( ( ortnterarts a’ ross
i ‘ci. o duca hr

The 2005 graduating class had a higher proportion of graduates that owed onI to
non-government sources, and the average debt level of these graduates was higher
relative to similar graduates of 2000. Specifically, 2005 college diploma holders
owed about Si .400 more, bachelors owed about S3.600 more. and master uraduates
about 54.100 more. In terms of percentage differences, bachelor graduates with
non-government debt only owed 32% more than bachelor degree holders of 2000
while 2005 master graduates owed 24% more than their 2000 counterparts. Table 3.1
shows that the proportion of graduates and their average debt level (non-government
only) was higher in 2005 than in 2000 across most levels of education.

Proorhon and averaQe aeth Or 2007 constant dohars of 2000 and 2005 graduates owing to
non-aouernmenf sources ono,, bt tevel o stuav

Prunorhen verau amount o muueni deal
ot ttradtiates t2007 contan aolirst

Class of 2000 Class of 2005 Class of 2000 Cuss of 2005 Difference

percent percent dollars dollars dollars

College 8 ii 8.300 9.700 1.400
Bachelor 8 ii 11.100 14.700 3.600
Master 7 12 1 6.800 20.900 4,100
Doctorate 7 10 1 8.000 17,500 -500

Note: Graduates who pursued further education after their 2005 graduation are excluded from this table.

All amounts are rounded to the nearest 100. but analysis is carried out on unrounded values

Source: Statistics Canada, National Graduates Survey (Classes of 2000 and 2005>.

Th- pronoritor o: 2raduate’ owmp onk t( governmen. source. and
(net: at e:’ae d”n toad tva lotter antonc 20()E e:’aduates rat’ ‘ o th
200C ohor

Across all levels of education in 2005. the proportion of graduates who owed only
to government sources dropped from the levels observed in 2000: table 3.2 reveals
that there was an 8 percentage point decline in the proportion of college graduates
with only government debt. a 7 percentage point decline at the bachelor level, a
6 percentage point decrease for masters graduates, and finally. 2 percentage points
at the doctorate level.
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Not only were the proportion of graduates owing only to government debt
lower in 2005 compared to graduates of 2000 but the average debt level on these
loans was lower than the levels of 2000 with the exception at the doctorate level.
The largest difference in the average government debt level between 2005 and
2000 graduates was at the bachelor level, where 2005 graduates owed about
S3.600 less.

°rooortton and averaec de (ir 2007 constant iollars, o’ 200( and 200 raduates oiinc cc
governmen: sources onty. av cve o study

Praportior Avetane amoco a debt

0 ttraouates (2D0 constan dollars

Class of 2000 Class of 2005 Class of 2000 Class of 2005 Difference

percent percent dollars collars dollars

College 33 25 14.600 12.800 -1 .800
Bachelor 34 27 22.600 1 9.000 -3.600
Master 30 24 20,600 1 8,700 -1.900
Doctorate 26 24 20,900 22,500 1.600

Nate: Graduates who pursued further education after their 2005 graduation are excluded from this table.
All amounts are rounded to the nearest 100. but analysis is carried out on unrounded values.

Source: Statistics Canada, Nattonal Graduates Survey (Classes of 2000 and 2005).

In line with lower average debt levels (government sources only), the
proportion of graduates with debt at graduation and who had paid off their government
debt two years after graduating was higher among the 2005 cohort than the 2000
cohort (see Table 3.3 below).

Table 3.3

Proportion o 2000 and 2005 graduates who had naid off their government debt two years after graduation,
by level of study

Class 01 2005 Clas a 2005

percent percent

College 1 7 20
Bachelor 22 31
Master 27 34
Doctorate 32 33

Nate: Graduates who pursued further education after their 2005 graduation are excluded from this table.

Source: Statistics Canada. National Graduates Survey (Classes of 2000 and 2005).

A comparison between the two cohorts (Class of 2000 and Class of 2005)
reveals that the proportions of graduates owing to both sources of student debt did
not differ substantially for most levels of study. There was. however, a 4 percentage
point increase in the proportion ofbachelor graduates who owed to both government
and non-government sources at graduation. If we convert the 2000 and 2005 debt
owed to both sources at graduation to constant 2007 dollars. graduates of 2000
who owed to both sources of debt had higher average debt loads at the master and
doctorate levels while graduates of 2005 with both types of loans had higher average
debt at the college and bachelor levels. Table 3.4 shows the average amount of debt
owed to both sources and the monetary difference between the two
graduating classes.

_____
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ro-iior ‘-1c averactc Geb ‘tr .00 constar ao!tars’ & 2000 anc 200 craddates owing ic otr
cIovernertc- anc nort-cwernrnen sou’cec b love o studt

Prop tjr Vt 05 oriusr L flub

f. nracuute. 200 consi n do, mrs

C;ass at 2000 Class of 2005 Class of 2005 Class o’ 2005 Difference

percent percent aoliars collars collars

Coliege 8 9 22 400 23600 .100
Bacoelor 11 15 37.600 38600 900
Maste 8 10 41000 39400 - .600
Doctorate 12 10 50,000 45,500 -4 500

Note: Graduates who pursued further education after their 2005 graauation are excluded from this fable

At amounts are rounded to the nearest 100. but analysis is carried out on unrounded values.

Source: Statistics Canada, Natmonal Graduates Survey IClasses of 2000 anc 20051.

ovotmens-firanced student debt

The overview of debt (government and non-government) from the previous section
revealed that graduates of 2000 and 2005 used debt to finance their education that
varied in the size and whether it was a government or non-government loan, The
graduates of the 2005 class who had debt were more likely to have owed only to
non-government sources — and have larger average debt. Conversely, they were
less likely to owe only to government sources — and their average debt was smaller.
The average debt sizes also showed that some graduates had substantial financial
burden once graduated. From this perspective, some graduates — especially those
considered to have large debt — could have difficulties repaying their debt.

With a focus on government-financed student debt, the next section will outline
large debt loads, personal income, difficulties in debt repayment. and debt-servicing
ratios of graduates that did not complete any further education. The reader should
make note that all references to debt in the next section refer to graduates who had
government debt at graduation. and not the entire universe of 2005 graduates.

tverall a numbet o stuac’ntc accurnula ed governmentfirancea student
Gent’ o SE000 or mor a all tevels of education

Out of the Class of 2005 who had government student loans, a substantial proportion
of graduates with a college, bachelor, master or doctorate degree accumulated large
debt loads — debt of S25.000 or more. Doctorate graduates with government debt
had the largest proportion with large loans (35%) followed by bachelor (32%).
master (27%) and college graduates (12%). Moreover, variation existed in the
proportion of graduates with large debt across fields of study within each level of
education. For example. 47% of college Humanities graduates and 11% of college
Business graduates had large debt loads upon graduation. Chart 3.7 shows the size
of average debt at graduation and the distribution of bachelor graduates across fields
of study with large debt loads.9
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Interestingly from Chart 3.7. graduates from Business, management and public
administration not only had the lowest average debt but also the lowest proportion
of graduates with large debt loads. Health, parks. recreation and fitness — a field that
included Medicine — had the highest average debt load (523.600) and also had the
highest proportion with large debt loads (39%).

Understanding the disiribution 01 student debt:
Small, Medium, and Large debt ioads

The amount of debt that students undertake for postsecondary education can vary by
the level of education, the province in which the educational institution as located,
and duration of time spent in the degree. For the purpose of the report, three levels of
debt were used: small debt — under Si 0,000. medium debt— $10,000 to $24,999. and
large debt — $25,000 or more.

Those with higher levels of debt at graduation were less likely to pay it off in
two Years. Graduates from a bachelor degree who were still paying down their debt
two years after they graduated were over two times more likely to have had large
government debt (S25.000 or more). The results were paralleled at the master and
doctorate levels.

Health narks. recreation and fitness

Education

collars
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Comparing graduates across cohorts. the proportion with a large debt load at
graduation remained virtually unchanged. There was one exception. however:
doctorate graduates of 2005 were more likely to have large debt loads than their
2000 counterparts. Table 3.5 partitions graduates with a government debt into two
categories: 1 those that were still repaying their student debt two years after
graduation and 2> those that were finished repaying their government student loans.
Considering just graduates who were still paving off their government debt two
‘ears after graduation, few differences in proportions with large debt were found
across cohorts. except at the doctorate level 32 had a large debt at graduation in
2000 compared to 40 in 2005>. Although the proportion of graduates with large
debt at graduation was similar for master graduates and higher for doctorate graduates
from the 2005 cohort, more master and doctorate graduates had paid off their loans
two years after graduation compared to the 2000 cohort.

Pronortior o graddates with large governmen aeb: at graduatton TOt thcse wno were stil navrng two
years late- and those wno were not bI leve o study

Proportion o’ graduaten Propertiot a radttater
Proportion a graduatea wOn lartie povernmen deb tar will larac nevernmen rich

with lame noveromen deb tnoua who nod dab mmanin. tor those wit too debt
iti fnusr owina a cranuatior Iwo coors otter nraouatior two court a4te cratiostior

Class of 2000 Class of 2005 Class of 2000 Class of 2005 Class of 2000 Class of 2005

percent percent percent percent percent percent

College 12 12 14 14 F F
Bachelor 31 32 35 38 18 16
Master 26 27 32 32 10 17
Doctorate 27 35 32 40 15 24

F too unreliable to be published

Note: Graduates who pursued further education after their 2005 graduation are excluoed from this table.

Source: Statistics Canada, National Graduates Survey (Classes of 2000 and 2005).

n average, graduates that were still paving or; their governmwnt dbf
tv o vrars afie graduatior ca-red les than graauates t[at bar
omr wwlv pats a ft heto stuuerC toans

Overall, higher average earned income in 2006 was associated with higher levels
of education for both those that had paid off their debt and those that were still
paying. Interestingly, the earned income in 2006 was larger at each education level
for graduates who managed to pay off their government-financed student debt relative
to those who were in the midst of paying it off. Bachelor graduates who had paid
off their debt earned over 58.000 dollars more — or roughly 23 more — than their
counterparts that had debt two years after graduation. Similar results were found for
college (79. master (27. and doctorate (7-) graduates.

Employment rates did not differ between the two groups of graduates who

had and had not paid off their student debt) at the college and bachelor levels but
there were somewhat large differences at the master and doctorate levels. Master
graduates who had paid off their government debt had an employment rate that was
6 percentage points higher while doctorate graduates had an employment rate
3 percentage points higher.
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Comparisons between the 2005 and 2000 graduating classes show that. overall.
average earned income (in 2007 constant dollars) differed at the bachelor and
doctorate levels across cohorts: bachelors of 2005 who had government debt at
graduation earned roughly $2,500 more than similarly defined graduates of 2000.
Doctorates with a government related student debt at graduation earned roughly
S9.500 dollars less tin 2007 constant dollars). Separating graduates into those with
debt paid off and those still owing, certain 2005 graduates fared better than graduates
of 2000. while others did worse. Bachelor graduates who accumulated debt during
their degree and were without debt two ‘ears later (class of 2005) earned 12% more
on average than similar bachelor graduates of 2000. On the other hand. 2005 college
and doctorate graduates earned 10% and 14%, respectively, less than college and
doctorate graduates of 2000.

In terms of graduates still paying off debt two years after graduation. only
doctorate graduates from 2005 differed from their 2000 counterparts: they earned
about $9.000 less or 85% of what the 2000 graduates earned. There was little that
separated the cohorts in terms of employment rates.

About one in (our graduates with government aeht at graduation in 2005
reported difficult in renaving their kians

Table 3.6 shows that graduates with government debt at graduation experienced
hardship in repaying their loans at every level of education. The proportion of
graduates that reported difficulties varied from a high of 29% at the college level to
23% of master graduates. Interestingly, even those that paid off their government-
financed student debt reported payment difficulties: 13% among college graduates,
11% of bachelor, 16% at the master level, and 17% of doctorate. However, those
still repaying their debt two years after graduation. at every level, were substantially
more likely to report difficulties paying. It would be interesting to investigate why
graduates have difficulties repaying their student debt. For example. are graduates
having difficulties repaying the debt they incurred from their studies because they
have taken other types of debt that pertain to life in general such as credit cards.
mortgage payments. car loans or private loans?

Proportion o araduates reportine difficufty repaying their aovernment student debt for those wise. were
stilt paying two years at LCr graduation aria those who were not, oy (eve) of study

Graduates with debt Graduates without
remaining two years debt two years

All graduates alter graduation after graduation

percent percent percent

College 29 33 13
Bachelor 26 32 11
Master 23 27 16
Doctorate 25 28 17

use with caution

Note: Graduates woo pursued further ecucation after their 2005 graouation are excluded from this table.
Source: Statistics Canada. National Graduates Survey (Class of 20051.
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Cicuation of deh rena’ment

The analysis of debt repayment was based on two guiding principles: 1 intra-cohort
compansons between graduates of a specific ear:: and 2 i inter-cohort comparisons
beteen similar graduates across graduating years. Comparisons of debt can prove to
be difficult: do we compare constant dollars iadjusted for inflation at some base ear,
or current dollars for the year in hich the debt ssas reported? In this report. comparisons
of debt across graduating classes used a constant 2007 base dollar. Conversely, for the
reason outlined in the following paragraph. comparisons of debt within classes did not
use an inflation adjustment.

The rationale for not using an inflation adjustment for within-cohort comparisons
followed from Allen and Vaillancourt (2004) and can be illustrated with an example:
respondents could have appeared to have paid off debt despite not doing so. If a
respondent owed 51.000 at graduation and $1,000 two years later, converting the
debt two years later to a constant base of the graduation year with a 3% inflation rate
would suggest that the respondent paid off about 5% (($943 - $1,000)! $1,000) of their
debt, when in fact they did not.

Finding similarities and contrasts across cohorts (2005 class relative to 2000
class) revealed that a higher incidence of reported difficulties in debt repayment
was linked to lower levels of education for both 2005 and 2000 graduates with debt
at graduation: it was highest among college graduates and lowest among master
(lowest among doctorate in 2000).

In terms of contrasts across cohorts. there were minor differences in repayment
difficulties at each level of education, however doctorate graduates of 2005 with
debt were more likely to report difficulties repaying their debt compared to their
peers of 2000 (a 7 percentage point difference). Finally, looking at repayment
difficulties of graduates who had paid off their debt completely revealed that the
recent cohort (2005) was more likely to report difficulties than their predecessors.

:L:3 Profile o the size Of siuden debt a graduation

Student debt of $25,000 or more was classified as large. as accumulation of debt of
this size represents a substantial financial burden for most graduates. But what about
graduates who have managed to keep their government student debt at lower levels?
For example, what is the distribution of graduates with small, medium or large
debt? Does this distribution differ across levels of education? This section profiles
graduates in terms of average debt, earned income, and difficulties repaying their
debt across the different levels of education.

oIi?2c traciua,.t’ nat tn ni2ntct oroportion with smal nehi
i onae’, S

A larger proportion of college graduates who owed money to government student
loans at graduation (46%) finished their studies with relatively small debts. compared
to graduates at the bachelor (28%). master (28%). and doctorate (21%) levels.
However, the average debt level of college graduates with a small debt load at
graduation was not different than other graduates at the bachelor, master, and doctorate
levels. In other words, those that had small debt upon graduating had roughly the
same average debt load across all levels of education.
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Directly linked to the classification of debt sizes were the number of graduates
that were debt-free’° two years after graduating. Bachelor graduates with small
debt were the most likely to have their debt paid off— 53% had their small debt paid
off — while college graduates were the least likely — 30% paid off their small debt
two years after graduating.

Not surprisingly, graduates with large debt loads at all levels of education
were the least likely to have their debt paid off two years after graduating.

D!striDutior o oebt stze aric averaaC amount o oovernment debt.
ny iev& o study

College Bachelor Master Doctorate

Collene Bachelor Master Doctorate

— Small debt Medium debt Large debt
(less than $10,000) ($10,000 to $24,999> ($25,000 or more>

Source: Statistics Canaca, National Graduates Survey (Class of 2005>.
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Chart 3.8 also reveals that doctorate graduates who had a large debt load ,35%) had
an average government debt over 841.000. Finally, the proportion of graduates
with medium sized (Si 0.000 to S24.999 debt was highest amongst master graduates
(45%) but was not considerably higher than observed at the bachelor(4O%C college
(42% 3 or doctorate levels (43%).

Caciatt’ v’teh pe dt’h nci u same en thoe mt’dun stC
ci DI, r’poted dificuistes t%flifl their an

At each level of education. there were a number of graduates who reported difficulties
repaying their debt. The largest proportions of graduates with difficulties were found
at the large and medium debt categories. Specifically, about 45% of graduates with
large debt and over a quarter of graduates with medium sized debt reported
difficulties. At the lowest debt category. about 14% of graduates reported difficulties
repaying their government student loans.

Taking each level of education separately, college graduates were the most
likely to report difficulties repaying at each level of debt. Table 3.7 shows the
proportion of graduates who reported difficulties repaying their government student
loans by level of study.

Pronortbn ot 2005 gra±iates who repoee diffi:uittes repyin thei” oovernrnen stucien: ians,
ci size cii ctent arci ieve of study

Smal Uiedturr

Less than Si 0.000 to S25.000
Si 0.000 $24,999 or more

percent percent percent

College 1 7 34 59
Bachelor 12 22 43
Master 8 22 41
Doctorate 12 22 36

use with caution
Note: Graduates who pursued further education after their 2005 graduation are excluded from this table
Source: Statistics Canada, National Graduates Survey (Class of 2005).

Interpretation of debt aervice ratios

Debt service ratios are crude monetary measures of financial burden — or ability to
pa - and are expressed in percentage terms. The are calculated as the ratio of debt
payments to earned income during a particular time frame and are interpreted as the
percentage of income devoted to debt repayments. Debt service ratios can be high for
a number of reasons, which include involuntary low income or voluntary high payments.

While far from conclusive, a number of American studies on student debt burdens
have often used 8% as a benchmark: graduates beyond this threshold are thought to
have debt that is difficult to manage. In the Canadian context, graduates with trouble
managing student debt could utilize the Revision of Terms feature: it provides the
borrower with the flexibility to manage their loan repayment in a way that is responsive
to their situation. It can be used as a debt management measure designed to decrease
monthly payments — and burden. Conversely, it can be used to pay off debt faster
through negotiated increases in loan payments.
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Directly related to income is the average amount paid towards student debt in
a given year (see textbox on Interpretation of debt service ratios). Graduates who
are no longer in school are required to start paying back their government student
loans, usually on terms set from the onset of the agreement. The amount that is paid
in any given year reflects the size of the debt, the interest rate, earnings and the
length of time over which the loan is to be paid back. As a proxy for determining
debt burden. debt-servicing ratios were usedtt. While this is a somewhat crude
measure. a number of studies have established benchmarks on debt-service ratios to
gauge the extent of the financial burden. To put debt-servicing ratios into perspective.
a number of studies in the literature have used an 8% benchmark to denote a high
debt burden: however, it should be noted that Baum and Schwartz (2006) concluded
that an affordable debt-servicing-ratio should be based on income that takes into
account family sizet2,To see this point, consider three situations: a single individual
earning $25.000 annually, a family of 5 earning S25,000 annually, and a family of
3 earning S 150.000 annually. In each of these three cases. applying the 8% benchmark
denoting high debt burden would he very different. In the second case. it could be
argued that no payments should be made while in the last case, 8% would not
reflect a burden at all.

For the purpose of this report, family size was not taken into account and thus
interpreting debt service ratios should bear this in mind. Finally, debt-servicing ratios
were ranked in ascending order from which the debt ratio at the 25th percentile, the
median. and finally the 75th percentile was determined.

A ouarter of hacheor graduates with iage novernrnent debt ioaas ban
oeht-servcmg ratws at or abovt 3

Bachelor graduates with large debt loads at graduation —$25,000 or more — had the
highest debt ratio at the 75th percentile, with 15%. That is, after theoretically
repaying their government student debt, 85% of their gross earned income was left
for all other debts, costs of living, and other related expenses. Similar proportions
were found for college graduates with large government debt loads (14% ratio).
master (13%) and finally, doctorate graduates (11%). Not surprisingly, at lower
categories of debt. the debt ratios were substantially lower. For example. at the
medium debt category — $10,000 to $24,999 — the debt service ratio at the
75th percentile was 9% at the college level, 10% at the bachelor level, 7% at the
master and finally 7% at the doctorate level. It should be noted, though. that this
could be expected: having similar gross earned income but being in a higher debt
category would raise the distribution of debt service ratios.

S urnmary

Section three showed that a number of graduates not only took on debt during their
studies but also had accumulated debt of $25,000 or more. Moreover, graduates
with debt to both a government and non-government source had the highest average
debt loads. A descriptive analysis comparing the Class of 2000 to the Class of 2005
revealed that the composition of debt had changed: graduates from the Class of
2005 with debt were more likely to have owed to non-government sources and less
likely to have owed to government sources at graduation. The analysis also revealed
that a number of graduates who had either paid off or were still paying their debt
load two years after graduation had difficulties repaying the loans. Finally, the
proportion of graduates that reported difficulties in their loan repayment increased
with government debt size.
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Cohege Bachelor Master Doctorate

TOn rumns’ ‘itmne iCCL

Female percent 58 63 56 46

Male percent 42 37 44 54

Average age at time of graduation years 26 26 32 35

Median age at time of graduation years 23 24 29 33
Under ane 25 at time of graduation percent 61 62 14 x

Average duration of program if taken full-time months 21 39 25 64

In secondary school 12 months prior to entering program percent 32 40

Pursued further education after 2005 graduation percent 31 42 30 8
Completed further education after 2005 graduation percent 1 0 1 6 7 4

not applicable

x suppressed to meet the confidentiality requirements of the Statistics Act
Note: Numbers of graduates are rounded to the nearest 100.

Source: Statistics Canada, National Graduates Survey (Class of 2005).
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able .2 corCiusEo

Prof h& o 2O3 gracfuateE tw teve o siucm arid ftei a: stuav (mater fie:ds and s&eeed mtne’

Pursued
age a gran,attct turtner

Total — — — eoucation
numoer of Average Median Unoe after 2005
graduates Female age age 25 graduation

number percent years years percent percent

Master

ThIn 35,300 56 32 26 4 3D

Education 4.500 73 38 37 6 E 18
Visual and performing arts, and communications technologies 800 59 31 27 20 32
Humanities 2.900 59 32 28 22 45
Social and beSavioural sciences. and law 4,700 67 30 27 18 38
Business, management and public administration 9,800 49 33 31 12 28
Physical and life sciences, and technologies 2.300 59 28 26 17 46
Mathematics, computer and information sciences 2.000 39 31 28 17 30
Mathematics and statistics and related interdisciplinary fields 400 43 29 27 24 48
Computer and information sciences and support services
and related interdisciplinary fields 1.200 26 31 29 17 E 31

Library science 400 74 31 28 11 F
Architecture, engineering and related technologies 4,100 30 30 28 10 27
Architecture and related services and related interdisciplinary studies 700 64 28 28 13 23
Engineering 3.200 22 30 28 10 28

Agriculture, natural resources and conservation 900 52 30 27 12 27
Agriculture, agricultural operations, and related sciences 300 47 30 27 12 E 26
Natural resources and conservation 600 54 30 27 1 1 27

Health. parks, recreation and fitness 3,100 76 31 28 17 27
Other health professions and related clinical sciences 2,000 75 30 27 18 20
Parks, recreation, leisure and fitness studies 300 57 28 26 28 40

Personal, protective and transportation services 100 30 35 35 16 E 34

Doctorate

intel 3.590 46 35 37 x C

Education 300 65 45 45 x 4
Visual and performing arts. and communications technologies 100 52 37 35 x x
Humanities 300 47 37 34 x 10
Social and behavioural sciences, and law 700 63 36 33 x 6
Business, management and public administration 100 40 39 38 x 8
Physical and life sciences, and technologies 900 40 31 30 x 11
Mathematics. computer and information sciences 200 28 33 31 x x
Architecture, engineering and related technologies 500 1 8 34 33 x 8
Engineering 500 17 34 33 x 8

Agriculfure, natural resources and conservation 100 42 35 33 x x
Health, parks, recreation and fitness 300 61 36 35 x 15
Other health professions and related clinical sciences 200 56 35 34 x 13

Personal, protective and transportation services x x x x x x

x suppressed to meet the confidentiality requirements of the Statistics Act
use with caution

F too unreliable to be published

Note: Numbers of graduates are rounded to the nearest 100.

The sum of graduates by maior field of study may not add up to the total number of graduates due to the fact that the fielo of study could
not be coded for some graduates.

Source: Statistics Canada, National Graduates Survey (Class of 2005(.
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ECttmatec orosc nrtua’ !arntnos 0 2fJOE armouortes v’or,inm fu.-itmC 2OG7 o’i

pnc fieic of szuov cmato’ feto anc sotease m:o uetctC

25th percenthe Median 75th nercentile

do lIars dollars dollars

r’ia’ c.5Ci 5!..UU 507

Education 52000 68000 78000
Visual and performing arts. and communications technologies 26000 37500 46800
Humanities 33600 45.500 58 000
Social and behavioval sciences, and law 40.000 50.000 65,000
Business, management and ubiic administration 55.000 69.000 93.600
Physical and life sciences, and technotootes 37.400 49.300 62.000
Mathematics. computer and information sciences 44000 55,000 65,000
Mathematics and statistics and related interdisciplinary fields 48000 57.000 64,500
Computer and information sciences and support services
and related interdisciplinary fields 45,000 58,000 70,000

Library science 41,000 49.100 56.000
Architecture, engineering and related technologies 50.000 60.000 74.000
Architecture and related services and related interdisciplinary studies 40.000 49.000 59,000
Engineering 53000 62,000 78,000

Agriculture, natural resources and conservation 40000 50.000 62.400
Agriculture, agricultural operations, and related sciences 37.500 51,900 64.500
Natural resources and conservation 40,000 50.000 60.000

Health. parks, recreation and fitness 50.000 62.400 76,000
Other health professions and related clinical sciences 50,000 60.300 73000
Parks, recreation, leisure and fitness studies 39.500 47.000 60000

Personal, protective and transportation services 61.000 90.000 1 06,800

Docturati

Thia 4L000 57.007 77.00t

Education 68,000 78.000 98,000
Visual and performing arts, and communications technologies x 69,000 x
Humanities 50,000 60.000 68,000
Social and behavioural sciences, and law 55.000 67.000 78,000
Business, management and public administration 77.000 90.000 108.000
Physical and life sciences, and technologies 40.000 49.400 67.000
Mathematics, computer and information sciences 55,000 65.000 78.000
Architecture, engineering and related technologies 57,000 70.000 85,000
Engineering 57,700 70.000 85,000

Agriculture, natural resources and conservation 45,000 60.000 70.000
Health, parks, recreation and fitness 53.000 70.000 82.000
Other health orofessions and related clinical sciences 45.200 67.000 87.100

Personal, protective and transportation services x x x

x suppressed to meet the confidentiality requirements of the Statistics Act
use with caution

Note; Graduates who pursued further education after their 2005 graduation are excluded from this table.
Al numbers are rounoed to the nearest 100. but analysis is carried out on unrounoed values.

Source: Statistics Canada, National Graduates Survey (Class of 2005i.
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Student deb trorr al sources for 2005 graduates. ny eve o stuay

College Bachelor Master Doctorate

Nunirre trrrrrrte GiL i- SOt 2,Sii .2t1[.

Grcritotte war oweS meow to tae euccatioc

to an” sours’ foeveromeni or nor-noveromeni

Percentage of graduates who owed stuaent debt to any source percent 45 54 46 44
Average debt owed to all sources at time of graduation dollars 13 600 22800 22800 25 600
Percentage of graduates with debt who had paid it off
two years after graduation percent 24 28 32 30

Average debt remaining two years afte’ graduation for
those who still owed oollars 11800 20 400 1 9.500 22.500

GroOriatec v:hc owed maCnot nec is nousromeir
stucco, leer gruprurns

Percentage of graduates who owed government student loans percent 43 34 34
Average debt owed to government student loans at time
of graduation dollars 1 2,700 1 9,600 19,000 22,900

Percentage of graduates with debt who had paid it off
two years after graduation percent 19 28 32 30

Average debt remaining two years after graduation for
those who still owed dollars 10.900 16.900 15.800 19,700

Graduates who oweS money to nor-neuernment
sources for foci education

Percentage of graduates who owed non-government student debt percent 20 26 23 20
Average debt owed to non-government sources at time
of graduation dollars 9,000 14,600 18.400 17,300

Percentage of graduates with debt who had paid it off
two years after graduation percent 38 38 37 36

Average debt remaining two years after graduation for
those who still owed dollars 9.100 16.200 17.500 17.200

Graucates who owed oniv government student
loan prouratmo

Percentage of graduates who owed only government student loans percent 25 27 24 24
Average debt owed to government student loan programs
at time of graduation dollars 12.300 18.200 17.900 21.600

Percentage of graduates with debt who had paid it off
two years after graduation percent 20 31 34 33

Average debt remaining two years after graduation for
those who still owed dollars 10,500 16,200 14,500 18,400

Graduates woo owes., oni” to nun-government sources

tor their education

Percentage of graduates who owed only non-government
student debt Dercent 11 11 12 10

Average oebt owed to non-government sources at time
of graduation dollars 9.300 14.100 20,100 16.800

Percentage of graduates with debt who had paid it off
two years after graduation percent 41 45 41 42

Average debt remaining two years after graduation for
those who sf11 owed dollars 9,200 15 700 18,200 15,300

Graduates wnc owed to bohr povernmen and
nor-uoaernmcnt sources 1c tour’ nc:catror

Percentage of graduates who owed both government and
non-government student debt percent 9 15 10 10

Average oebt owed to ooth sources at time of graduatior dollars 22.600 37.000 37.800 43.700
Percentage of graduates with debt who nad paid it off
two years alter graduation percent 9 1 2 1 6 1 2

Average debt remaining two years alter graduation for
those who still owed dollars 21.300 31.600 35.100 40,600

use with caution

Note: Graduates who pursued further education after their 2005 graduation are excluded from this table.
Averages and numbers are rounded to the nearest 100. but analysis is carried out on unrounded values.

Source: Statistics Canada. National Graduates Survey (Class of 20051.
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Graduates Graduates

with uebt wtthou: debt Totai

rema ning two two years graduates
years after after owing at
graduation gracuation graduation

t..stt

tumus c ‘Ut. rt- L.52[ 7.701 0.201.
Average aebt at graduation dollars 21.100 14.200 1 6.800
Large debt at graduatton — $25000 and over nercent 32 17 27
Average debt two years after graduation dollars 1 5.800 0 1 0.600
Large debt two years after graduation — S25.000 and over percent 20 .,. 14
Percentage of debt paid off two years after graduation percent 25 100 44
Reported difficulties repaying debt percent 27 16 23
Emptoyed in 2007 percent 90 96 92
Without income in 2006 percent F x F

Average amount paid in 2006 dollars 2,800
Average income in 2006 dollars 43,200 54.700 46.900
Ratio of debt payments to income ratio 6
Debt servicing ratio — 25th percenthe ratio 2
Debt servicing ratio — Median ratio 5
Debt servicing ratio — 75th nercentile ratio 9

Average age at graduation years 29 29 29
Median age at graduation years 27 28 27
Married or living common-law percent 56 56 56
With dependent children percent 28 30 28
With previous postsecondary education percent 98 98 98

Doctorate

Number o gruduatec numbs- 701. 301. .100
Average debt at graduation dollars 25.300 1 7.300 22.900
Large debt at graduation — $25,000 and over percent 40 24 35
Average debt two years after graduation dollars 1 9.700 0 13.700
Large debt two years after graduation — $25,000 and over percent 27 ... 19
Percentage of debt paid off two years after graduation percent 22 100 40
Reported difficulties repaying debt nercent 28 17 25
Employed in 2007 percent 90 93 91
Without income in 2006 percent 1 x 1

Average amount paid in 2006 dollars 3.400
Average income in 2006 dollars 53,900 57.500 55.000
Ratio of debt payments to income ratio 6
Debt servicing ratio 25th percentile ratio 3
Debt servicing ratio — Median ratio 5 ..

Debt servicing ratio — 75th percentile ratio 8

Average age at graduation years 34 34 34
Medtan age at graduation years 32 33 32
Married or living common-iaw oercent 70 76 72
With dependent children aercent 44 54 47
With previous postsecondary education cercent 100 100 100

not applicable

0 true zero or a vatue rounded to zero

x suppressed to meet the confidentiality requirements of the Statistics Act
use with caution

F too unreliable to be published

Note: Gracuates who pursued further education after their 2005 graduation are excluded from this table.

Averages and numbers are rounded to the nearest 100. but analysis is carried out on unrounded vaiues.
Source: Statistics Canada. National Graduates Survey (Class 01 2005i.
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Taoe 9

Profile of 2005 graauates who owed morey to government student loans a graduattori
b level of stuth and stze of debt

Smai Median Lar”s

Less than 810.000 to 825 .000
S10.000 824,999 and

Masts

Number o’ prathiatec number 2.300 3,706 2.200
Percentage of graduates with debt percent 28 45 27
Average debt at graduatton dollars 5.600 1 5.800 37.500
Without debt two years after graduation percent 49 31 20
Reportec difficulties repaying oebt percent 8 22 41
Average debt at graduation tor those who still owe
two years atter praduation dollars 6.000 16.100 38.300

Average debt at graduation for those without debt
two years after graduation dollars 5,100 15.100 34,300

Average remaining debt two years after graduation
for those who still owe dollars 4.000 11.400 29.900

Employed in 2007 percent 94 91 92
Without income in 2006 percent x F F

Average amount paid in 2006 dollars 1.200 2.400 4.500
Average ncome in 2006 dollars 47.700 46.400 46.600
Ratio of debt payments to income ratio 3 5 10
Debt servicing ratio — 25th percentile ratio 2 3 4
Debt servicing ratio — Median ratio 3 5 9
Debt servicing ratio — 75th percentile ratio 4 7 13

Average age at graduation years 29 29 30
Median age at graduation years 27 27 28
Married or living common-law percent 58 56 54
With dependent children percent 29 28 28
With previous postsecondary education percent 97 99 96

Destorate

Number of graduates number 205 505 400
Percentage of graduates with debt percent 21 43 35
Average debt at graduation dollars 6.000 16.200 41.200
Without debt two years after graduation percent 49 29 21
Reported difficulties renaying debt percent 12 22 36
Average debt at graduation for those who still owe
two years after graduation dollars 6.200 16,500 , 42,200

Average debt at graduation for those without debt
two years after graduation dollars 5,800 15.300 37,300

Average remaining debt two years after graduation
for those who still owe dollars 4.200 12,500 33.400

Employed in 2007 percent 92 91 91
Without income in 2006 percent x x x

Average amount paid in 2006 dollars 1.200 2.600 5.300
Average income in 2006 dollars 52,400 55.300 56.200
Ratio of debt payments to income ratio 2 5 9
Debt servicing ratio — 25th percentile ratio 1 3 4
Debt servicing ratio — Median ratio 2 4 7
Debt servicing ratio — 75th percentile ratio 3 7 1 1

Average age at graduation years 33 34 35
Median age at graduation years 32 32 33
Marrie0 or living common-law percent 74 72 70
With dependent children percent 49 50 42
With previous postsecondary education percent 100 100 100

x suppressed to meet the confidentiality requirements of the Statistics Act
use with caution

F too unreLiable to be published
Note: Graduates whc pursued further education after their 2005 gracuation are excluded from this table.

Averages and numbers are rounded to the nearest 100. but analysis is carried out on unrounded values.
Source: Statistics Canada. National Graduates Survey (Ciass of 2005.
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tof tc cDvernrnwrr sude9 oa7 gtrcxictms co 2DD ctacec. rt tvve,

3n ri9t :tum” cmao- ftetct: cn seteDsec. mme: ftetcus

D’ r -“in- r’ on-a:
Ajerage

rema ning
Large debt for

Without Reporttng debt at those who
Tota Debt Average oebf two d fftculties graduation still owed

rumber of ocitng at owed at years aftw repaytng $25 000 years after
graduates graduahor graduation graduation debt and over graduation

number percent dollars percent percent percent dollars

r ‘t

lot: 2,80L 3— lLLfl 2

Eaucation 3.600 22 19 200 35 30 31 15 100
Visual and performing arts, and communications technologies 500 51 19.300 21 46 30 1 .800
Humanities 1.600 38 20.500 29 32 30 19.600
Social and behavioural sciences, and law 2.900 45 19.200 22 21 28 1 5,500
Business, management and public administration 7.400 25 17 400 33 19 25 14 500
Physical and life sciences, and technologies 1 200 36 16,000 35 19 24 13 000
Mathematics, computer and information sciences 1.400 43 20 100 32 27 30 16.300
Mathematics and statistics and related interdisciplinary fields 200 25 1 8.400 x x x 1 2600
Computer and information sciences and support services
and related interdisciplinaryfields 900 46 20,200 37 25 28 16,300
Library science 400 42 20,400 23 34 32 17,400

Architecture, engineering and related technologies 3,000 41 19,800 44 25 26 18,000
Architecture and related services and related interdisciplinary studies 600 60 24,400 22 23 30 20,900
Engineertng 2.300 37 17,700 52 26 24- 16,300

Agriculture, natural resources and conservation 600 46 1 8,600 33 25 26 1 5,800
Agriculture, agricultural operations, and related sciences 200 42 1 8,600 39 17 27 1 3,900
Natural resources and conservation 400 48 1 8,700 31 28 25 1 6,500

Health, parks, recreation and fitness 2.200 45 19,200 35 15 25 14,600
Other health professions and related clinical sctences 1.600 50 19.400 29 12 24 14.700
Parks, recreation. leisure and fitness studies 200 51 1 2.900 40 x a 1 2.600

Personal, protective and transportation services 100 23 19.200 47 x x 1 4,700

Doctorats’

intO .D0C 34 2.00C 30 70 30 10,730

Education 300 21 23.000 36 32 34 16.900
Visual and performing arts, and communications technologies 100 41 24,500 30 x 45 23,500
Humanities 300 44 24,500 22 38 38 20,600
Social and behavioural sciences, and law 700 48 25.300 30 23 41 21,900
Business, management and public administration 100 29 17,900 28 32 x 15,200
Physical and life sciences, and technologies 800 32 19.200 35 20 29 1 7,200
Mathematics, computer and information sciences 200 26 24.000 23 - x 36 1 9,800
Architecture, engineering and related technologies 400 23 19,800 38 18 28 16,500
Engineering 400 22 20,200 40 19 28 16,900

Agriculture natural resources ana conservation 100 32 21,900 x 41 32 17,300
Health, parks recreation and fitness 300 29 23.400 32 21 41 19 000
Other health professions and related clinical sciences 200 27 1 9.500 33 a 33 15 400

Personal, protective and transportation services x x a x x a a

x suppressed to meet the confidentiality requirements of toe Statistics Act
use with caution

F too unreliable to be published

Note: Graduates who pursued further education after their 2005 graduation are excludeo from this table.

The sum of graduates by malor tteld of study may not ado uo to the total number 4 graduates due to the fact that the field of stud could
not be cooed for some graduates.

Averages and numbers are rounded to the nearest 100 but analysis is carried out on unrounded values.

Source: Statistics Canada. National Graduates Survey IClass of 2005>.
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AGENDA
Caucuses: Colleges and Institutes, Large Institutes, and Small Universities
May 2009 National General Meeting

1. INTRODUCTIONS and OVERVIEW OF CAUCUS MEETING

a. Roundtable Introductions

b. Review of the Caucus Agenda

c. Review of the Caucus Terms of Reference

2. SELECTION OF REPRESENTATIVES TO SERVE ON PLENARY SUB-COMMITTEES

Standing Resolution 1, Section 2, Committee Composition states that:
“Each caucus, constituency group and provincial component shall have the right to select one voting
member to sit on each standing general meeting committee.”

The Caucus will select representatives for each of the following plenary sub-committees:
- Budget Committee;
- Organisational and Services Development Committee: and
- Policy Review and Development Committee.

3. REVIEW OF MOTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION

The Caucus will review the motions that were served with notice for consideration at the May 2009
general meeting for the purpose of giving general direction to the Caucus’ representatives on the
committees.

4. OTHER BUSINESS

5. ADJOURNMENT



AGENDA
Constituency Groups
May 2009 National General Meeting

1. INTRODUCTIONS and OVERVIEW OF CONSTITUENCY GROUP MEETINGS

a. Roundtable Introductions

b. Review of the Constituency Group Agenda

c. Review of the Constituency Group Terms of Reference

2. SELECTION OF REPRESENTATIVES TO SERVE ON PLENARY SUB-COMMITTEES
Standing Resolution 1, Section 2, Committee Composition states that:
Each caucus. constituency group and provincial component shall have the right to select one voting
member to sit on each standing general meeting committee.”

The Constituency Group will select representatives for each of the following plenary sub-committees:
- Budget Committee;
- Organisational and Services Development Committee: and
- Policy Review and Development Committee.

3. REVIEW OF MOTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION

The Constituency Group will review the motions that were served with notice for consideration at the
May 2009 general meeting for the purpose of giving general direction to the Group’s representatives on
the committees.

4. OTHER BUSINESS

5. ADJOURNMENT


